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THE MESSENGER

No. 49 - September 1987

SENGT STRÖMGREN (1908-1987)
    Bengt Strömgren, former President of                                                  mine stellar luminosities, temperatures the ESO Council (1975-1977) died on                                                      and metal abundances in order to study 4 July after abrief illness. His presiden-                                               the distribution of stars of different com- cy occurred at a particularly difficult mo-                                              position and age and thereby to probe ment in ESO's history. Thanks to his                                                     the history of our galaxy. This led to the wisdom and the self-confident and deci-                                                  development of the "Strömgren photo- sive way in wh ich he dealt with ESO                                                      metrie system", the foul' colour uvby matters, many perils were avoided and a                                                  system wh ich is widely used. In this high degree of harmony was established                                                   system the pass bands defining the col- between the delegations of the member                                                    ours have been selected with great care countries wh ich has endured up to the                                                   to maximize the information about the present.                                                                                 essential stellar parameters. Also to be    Bengt Strömgren was a distinguished                                                   mentioned are his earlier researches on scientist. He published his first results                                                the ionization of interstellar gas by hoton Baade's comet 1922 c in Astro-                                                         stars. Such ionized regions are now nomische Nachrichten (217, p.345) in                                                     known as "Strömgren spheres". 1922 when he was fourteen years old.                                                        Bengt Strömgren was low key but de-One of his last preprints appeared a few                                                  cisive. If he strongly doubted what youdays before his death. The son of Elis                                                    told him, he would very mildly ask if youStrömgren, Director of Copenhagen Ob-                                                     were quite sure. He was modest inservatory, Bengt obtained his Ph. D. in                                                   claiming credit and generous in giving it1929 and became Professor of As-                                                          to others. But if he feit it important totronomy in 1938 and Director in 1940.                                                     reach a particular aim, he was persis-From 1951-57 he was Director of the             dent of the Danish Cancer Committee,      tent. Most Danish astronomers are inYerkes Observatory of the University of        which shows the width of his interests.    some way his students, and many of usChicago. The next ten years he was a              The thread that runs through his re-    elsewhere have been influenced by himmember of the faculty of the Institute for     search is an interest in the chemical      as post docs 01' associates. And veryAdvanced Study in Princeton. In 1967           composition of celestial bodies. In the    many have enjoyed the warm hospitalityhe returned to Copenhagen to occupy            thirties this led him to studies of the    of Bengt and Sigrid Strömgren.the "House of Honor", to be Professor of       internai structure of stars in wh ich he      If it is the mark of a successful life forAstrophysics and for several years Di-         showed that hydrogen must be a major       a scientist to have had a significant im-rector of NORDITA, the joint research          constituent. In 1940 he published an       pact and to have made lasting contribu-institute of the five nordic countries.        important article on the composition of    tions to science, then Bengt StrömgrenFrom 1970 to 1973 he was President of          the solar atmosphere in the Festschrift    has been a fortunate person, indeed. Hethe International Astronomical Union.          for Elis Strömgren. Later he perceived     will be missed by all who knew him.For more than a decade he was Presi-           the need for efficient methods to deter-                                     L. Wo/tjer                                                                                                                                      1CPD - 71 172, a New Binary with a Hot Subdwarf                      0

M. V/TON 1, O. BURGARELLA 1, A. CASSATELLA 2 * and L. PREVOT3
1 Laboratoired'Astronomie Spatiale, Marseille, France21UE Observatory, ESA, Madrid, Spain3 Observatoire de Marseille, France   The Very Wide Field Camera r,yWFC)               vided by the Centre de Donnees                 ambiguously the absolute magnitudesis an experiment developed with, as a               Stellaires in Strasbourg and to the ESO/       of hot subdwarfs, so long they belong tomajor aim, the detection in a range of              SRC Sky Atlas prints, the only possible        loose systems in which no significantfaint magnitudes of the stellar objects             candidate was CPD -71° 172, an FO              mass exchange has occurred when theshowing a strong ultraviolet excess. It             star with magnitudes mv - 10.5 and             original primary was near the red giantconsists of an all reflection F/1.9                 ms - 10.9. From these values, the ex-          tip.Schmidt camera which refocuses the                  pected 195 nm magnitude was normally              Visible spectrography was performedimage of the sky given by a hyperbolic              expected at about 12.3 whereas it was          on 111 a-J hypersensitized plates usingmirror onto the photocathode of an im-              estimated to be close to 8. A so large UV      the Boiler and Chivens spectrographage intensifier. lt provides a useful field         excess led us to suspect a hot sub-            attached to the ESO 1.52-m telescope.of about 66° in diameter with a resolu-             luminous companion to the cool pri-            with a dispersion of 39 A mm-'. Wetion of about 5 arcminutes. Three UV                mary. We confirmed soon the spectral           classified the star as F 2.5 IV with aninterference filters centred at 168, 195            type of the latter by help of a spectro-       uncertainty of 1 subclass; no He I or He 11and 254 nm can be placed alternatively              gram obtained at ESO La Silla. At the          lines were visible.in the incident beam. The images are                same time, a first low resolution UV              UV spectra at low resolution haverecorded on classical KODAK lIa-O                   spectrum provided by the IUE satellite         been obtained in the range 120 toemulsion. The VWFC was flown aboard                 confirmed the existence of a very hot          320 nm with the IUE satellite; they areSpacelab-1 in December 1983 and 66                  subdwarf companion. The binary                 fully dominated, especially in the shorterframes were obtained; because of orbi-              association of both stars seems evident        wavelength region, by the flux of the hottal constraints. only twenty per cent of            after their angular distance. which is         component, showing a UV gradientthe celestial sphere could be covered by            likely less than 1 arcsecond (the pair is      similar to that of BD 75° 325, a well-the deepest survey. Thanks to an ade-               optically still unresolved), and after the     studied sdO star.quate image data processing particular-             distance inferred from the cool star              Johnson, Cousins and StrömgrenIy weil adapted to correct the images               (700 pe). The absolute magnitude de-           photometries were carried out at ESOfrom straylight background, limiting                duced for the blue star, Mv - 3, is a          and SAAO, with the aim of a photomet-magnitudes as faint as m (195 nm) = 9.3             common value for this kind of objects.         rie deconvolution between the compo-were reached.                                       We recall their great interest as they         nents. The fitting of intrinsic colours of   In the course of identifying stars               provide a direct means of testing the          both components to so many coloursaround the Small Magellanic Cloud, a                ability of models to reproduce the last        was a puzzling task which required anwell-defined star-like object was found             stages of stellar evolution towards the        iterative method. We found that a colour(Fig. 1) with no other counterpart than a           white dwarf degenerates. In this con-          excess E (B-V) = 0.014 was necessarycool star; according to the data pro-               nection and from a practical point of          to reproduce the observed colours. The                                                    view, the interest of binary systems           deconvolution implied a fit of the Kurucz  • AHilialed 10 Ihe Aslrophysies Division, Spaee   similar to CPD - 71° 172 lies in the           (1979) model atmospheres normalizedSeienee Departmenl, ESA.                            opportunity they ofter to determine un-        at V to the flux distribution in the IUE
Figure 1: Negative enlargement of part of a deep frame (195 nm filter, exposure time 304 s) of the VWFC in the region of the Magellanic Clouds:the LMC is at the centre. the SMC to the right (North is roughly up, East to the left). Four other newly identified objects showing UV excess havebeen found in this field.
2   "'ro     I    -                                                                                          Tentative Time-table                                                                                                     of Council Sessions  "'-                                                                                                and Committee Meetings  I -                                                                                                in 1987..:-                                                                                                 October 6          Council in ParisOl.2                                                                                                   November 17        Scientific Technical          -                                                                                                             Committee  ru"'                                                                                              November 19-20 Finance Committee     I                                                                                                    Nov. 30- Dec. 1     Observing Pro-                                                                                                                        grammes Committee                                                                                                    December 7          Committee of Council  "',.;                                                                                             December 8          Council                                                                                                    All meetings will take place in Garching     I          -                                                                          H              unless stated otherwise.
  ,n                                                                                           K
  ".  I                                                                                                have been identified and spectrographic              3. 1                  3.5                        3.9                        40.3                                                   10gA                                            observations recently performed at ESO                                                                                                   have revealed seven objects of variousFigure 2: Absolute flux distribution of CPD - 71°172AB from Lyman alpha to the Johnson Kband (2.2 {im) expressed in erg (cm 2 s Ar' versus the wavelength in A units. Strömgren uvby,      natures, for which a long-term generalCousins Re le and Johnson JHK fluxes are displayed by large filled dots. Small dots in the UV      survey including multicolour photomet-range represent the observations with IUE.                                                         ry, radial velocity measurements and                                                                                                   IUE observations is in progress.
range, following the method of Heber et                Figure 2 shows the fit of the sum of        Referencesal. (1984) and Heber (1986) though pres-            the Kurucz models adopted for each             Barnes, T.G., Evans, D.S. and Moffet, T.J.:ently only LTE models were available. It             component to the IUE and visible ob-             1978, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 183,285.provided a low estimate of the effective             served composite colours. As it can be        Crawford, D. L.: 1975, Astron. J. 80, 955.temperature Tell - 50,000° K for the                 seen, the overall agreement between           FitzGerald, P. M.: 1970, Astron. Astrophys. 4,hot star, from which were derived its                models and observations is quite satis-          234.intrinsic optical colours; some iterations          factory. A subsequent check using the R        Heber, U., Hunger, K., Jonas, G. and Kudritz-                                                                                                      ki, R. P.: 1984, Astron. Astrophys. 130,were necessary to adjust the V mag-                  index of Schonberner and Drilling (1984)                                                                                                      119.nitudes and the reddening so that all               yielded Tefl - 50,000 to 60,000° K.            Heber, U.: 1986, Astron. Astrophys. 155,33.colours of the primary would be those of               We have compared CPD - 71 ° 172 B           Kudritzki, R. P., Hunger, K., Gruschinske, J.an early F star. The adopted solution               to two well-known subdwarfs:                      and Simon, K. P.: 1980, Proc. of 2ndwas the following:                                     (1) BD 75° 325 is a field sdO with T eff       Europ. IUE Cont., ESA SP-157, 307.                                                     - 50,000° K, log 9 - 5.3, helium rich         Kurucz, R. L.: 1979, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 40,  Star                 CPD            CPD           after Kudritzki et al. (1980). The short          1.                     -71° 172A -71° 172B                                                           Schonberner, D. and Drilling, J. S.: 1984, As-                                                    wavelength IUE spectra of both stars                                                                                                      ~ophys. J. 278, 702.  Spectral type      F 3-41V         SdOB           have revealed comparable ionization                      10.99          12.05          and excitation temperatures; the He I1  Y or.V  b-y                  0.265        - 0.155         line at 164 nm is much stronger in the  m,                   0.161          0.060         spectrum of BD 75° 325, suggesting  C,                   0.643        - 0.210         that helium is moderately to fairly de-        List of ESO Preprints  U-B                  0.019        - 1.210         pleted in CPD -71 ° 172 B. The abun-                                                                                                   506. V. Castellani and M. L. Quarta: The  B-V                  0.403        - 0.327         dance of nitrogen is roughly normal                 Oosterhoff Dichotomy Revisited. I. The  V-Re                 0.240        - 0.16          while silicon and carbon are depleted               Ranking of RR Lyrae Periods Versus  V-I e                0.481        - 0.32          like helium.                                        Metallicity. Astronomy and Astrophy-  V-J                  0.77         - 0.74                                                       (2) The ultraviolet spectrum of                  sics. June 1987.  V-H                  0.96         - 0.91                                                    LS I1 + 18° 9, which is a helium normal        507. L. B. Lucy and M. Perinotto: Models for  V-K                  1.01         - 0.97                                                    star with Teff - 60,000° K, confirms                the Wind of the Central Star of NGC   The visual absolute magnitudes of                both the normal abundance of nitrogen               6543. Astronomy and Astrophysics.                                                    and the slight depletion of helium in the           June 1987.both stars were derived from the                                                                                                   508. A. F. M. Moorwood: IRSPEC: Design,adopted spectral type and colours of                photosphere of CPD -71 ° 172 B. In                                                                                                        Performance and First Scientific Re-the F component, using the Tables of                case where these results would be con-                                                                                                        sults. Invited paper presented at theCrawford (1975) and of FitzGerald                   firmed by the analysis of IUE high reso-            Workshop on "Ground-Based As-(1970) to estimate its degree of evolu-             lution observations, this newly discov-             tronomical Observations with Infraredtion; the inferred intrinsic parameters             ered subdwarf would be one of the first             Array Detectors", University of Hawaiiwere checked by means of the Barnes-                helium poor sdO's with Teff >                       at Hilo, March 1987. June 1987.Evans (1978) relation. We determined in             40,0000K.                                      509. A. Renzini: Some Embarrassments inthat way:                                              So far, 14 other potential candidates            Current Treatments of Convective                                                                                                        Overshooting. Astronomy and As-  Star                                                                                                  trophysics. June 1987.                               Mv           Tot!          BC   Log (U4J)    R/R(!)       log g                                                                                                   510. P. Crane, A. Stockton and W. C. Sas-  CPD -71° 172A               1.80         6,700       -0.10         1.15   2.80         3.7            law: The Optical Spectral Index in the  CPD -71° 172B               2.86        55,000       -4.80         2.70   0.24         5.4            South Radio Lobe of 3C 33. Astronomy                                                                                                        and Astrophysics. June 1987.
                                                                                                                                               3511. N. Epchtein et al.: Valinhos 2.2 Micron     517. G. Contopoulos: Escapes from Stellar               quency Estimates). Invited paper at the     Survey of the Southern Galactic Plane.           Systems. Contribution to the Proceed-              4th Workshop on "Nuclear Astrophy-     tl. Near-Infrared Photometry, IRAS               ings of lAU Colloquium No. 97. July                sics" of the Max-Planck-Institut für As-     Identifications and Nature of the                1987.                                              trophysik at the Ringberg Castle,     Sourees. Astronomy and Astrophysics.        518. H. Oekker, S. O'Odorico and R.                     Tegernsee, April 21-24, 1987. August     June 1987.                                       Arsenault: First Results with a Trans-             1987.512. M. Azzopardi, J. Lequeux and A.                  mission Echelle Grating in EFOSC. As-       524.   M. Rodriguez-Espinosa. R. M. Stanga     Maeder: The Number of Wolf-Rayet                 tronomy and Astrophysics. July 1987.               and A. F. M. Moorwood: Near-Infrared     Stars in Local Group Galaxies. As-          519. E.J. Wampler and W.L. Burke: Cos-                  Photometry of High Redshift Quasars.     tronomy and Astrophysics. June 1987.             mological Models with Non-Zero                     Astronomy and Astrophysics. August513. M. Pierre and M. Azzopardi: Young                Lambda. Paper presented at a Sym-                  1987.     Stellar Content of Nearby Galaxies. I.           posium celebrating the 60th birthday of     525.   M. Rosa and O.-G. Richter: On the     NGC 300. Astronomy and Astrophy-                 Halton C. Arp, "New Ideas in As-                   Progenitors of Type 11 Supernovae in     sics. June 1987.                                 tronomy". July 1987.                               M 83. Astronomy and Astrophysics.514. A. F. M. Moorwood, M.-P. Veron-Cetty        520. O. Baade: From Low-Noise Observa-                  August 1987.     and I.S. Glass: Optical and Near-In-             tions to High-Quality Oata. Invited talk    526.   G. Meylan and S. Djorgovski: A Prelimi-     frared Observations of IRAS Galaxies.            at 27th Liege Astronomy Colloquium                 nary Survey of Collapsed Cares in     11. Astronomy and Astrophysics. July             "Astronomy with High-Precision Oata",              Magellanic Clouds Globular Clusters.     1987.                                            June 1987, Liege. July 1987.                       Astronomy and Astrophysics. August515. F. Matteucci and A. Tornambe: Chemi-        521. M. Heydri-Malayeri, T. Le Bertre and P.            1987.     cal Evolution of Elliptical Galaxies. As-        Magain: The SMC Compact Blob N 81:          527.   T. Le Bertre: Optical and Infrared Ob-     tronomy and Astrophysics. July 1987.             a Oetailed Multi-Wavelength Investiga-             servations of the Carbon Mira R For.516. A.F.M. Moorwood, E. Oliva and I.J.               tion. Astronomy and Astrophysics. Au-              Dust Shell Modelling as a Function of     Danziger: Infrared Spectroscopy of               gust 1987.                                         Phase. Astronomy and Astrophysics.     Supernova Remnants. Paper presented         522. D. Larenzetti et al.: Infrared Monitoring          August 1987.     at lAU Colloquium No. 101, "The In-              of Halley's Comet. Astronomy and As-        528.   Studies of Dynamical Properties of     teraction of Supernova Remnants with             trophysics. August 1987.                           Globular Clusters. IV. Detailed Struc-     the Interstellar Medium", 8-12 June         523. A. Tornambe et al.: Binary Systems as              ture of 47 Tucanae. Astronomy and As-     1987, Penticon, Canada. July 1987.               Supernova Progenitars (Some Fre-                   trophysics. August 1987.

Luminous MS Stars in the LMC
K. LUNOGREN, Astronomiska Observatoriet, Uppsala, Sweden   lOS spectra of a sam pie of stars                When analysing the lOS spectra, par-          features Iike the luminous MS stars inselected from the M supergiant and M             ticular attention was given to the               the LMC are found among the M-typegiant catalogue of Westerlund et al.             strength of the ZrO bands. A number of           classification standards. Thus, either the(1981) have been obtained with the 3.6-          S-type stars were easily found. To de-           luminous MS stars are M-type or the M-m and 1.5-m telescopes. The sam pie              tect weaker enhancements in an unam-             type standards are actually type MS.covers the luminosity range from M(bol)          biguous way, the strengths of the bands          Since MS and S-type stars frequently= -9 down to M(bol) = -4. The most               were measured by integrating the                 have a history of having once beenluminous stars are massive supergiants,          spectra in well-defined windows. Starswhile the less luminous ones are asymp-          with luminosities around M(bol) = -6                            , I   I   I   ,   I   I   i      i     I   1-'
totic giant branch (AGB) stars.                  and with types later later than around   AGB stars are known to dredge up              M 2 were found to have slightly strongerprocessed material to the surface. This          6473 (ZrO) features than more luminousproduces carbon stars from oxygen-rich           M supergiants. Classification criteria(M-type) stars. If the amount of material        used by L10yd Evans (1983) indicate thatmixed to the surface is not large enough         this enhancement is enough to classifyto transform the star into a carbon star,        them as MS stars. Figure 1 showsthen the star becomes an MS, S or SC             spectra of three stars in the region of thestar. The spectral sequence M, MS, S,            6473 band. The stars are from bottom toSC and C is an abundance sequence                top: an M supergiant with M(bol) = -7.9,                5202measuring the carbon-to-oxygen ratio.Thus MS stars have experienced some                                                 an MS star with M(bol) = -6.3 and an S                                                 star with M(bol) = -4.8. The strengths of        ..EM/~'                                                                                                     \ """\/1                                  I 11 I
mixing and have a modified C/O ratio             the ZrO bands are seen to be stronger in         J:z:.. _5281while M stars have not. For further de-          the MS star than in the M star and, oftails, the reader is referred to Iben and        course, much stronger in the S star. TheRenzini (1983) and references therein.           stars are fairly close in temperature   The MS and S classification is based          type.on the strength of the ZrO bands, the               In order to certify the MS classifica-strongest at 6473 A. On the classifica-          tion, a number of classification stan-tion system of Keenan and Boeshaar               dards of types M, MS and S were ob-(1980) the class MS is reserved for stars        served with the RETICON on the 1.5-m                            wavelengthwhich have only slightly enhanced ZrO            telescope in Oecember 1986. The                  105 spectra of LMC stars of spectral typesbands. Stars with stronger ZrO bands             spectra cover the region from 5000 Ato           M3 (bottom), M3S (middle) and 53/3 (top).are called S-type. Abundance classes             10000 A. The dispersion is 228 Älmm.             The spectra are normalized to the same fluxfor S-type stars are determined from             The preliminary analysis of these spec-          and the zero-points marked. The position ofZrO to TiO band-strength ratios.                 tra indicates that a few stars with 6473         some TiO and ZrO features are indicated.
4classified as type M and, when classify-        rich) carbon stars (Richer et al. 1979)         related to the luminous J-type. carboning in the blue spectral region, slight ZrO     probably represent higher masses. The           stars.enhancements are easily overlooked,             J-type carbon stars are known not tothe latter explanation seems likely. To         have enhanced s-process element                 Referencescomplicate matters further, the number          abundances while the N-type, non-J,             Iben, I.Jr., and Renzini, A.: 1983, Ann. Rev.of MS standards is very small and at            carbon stars have this enhancement.               Asuon.Asuophys. 21, 271.least some of them have variable                Unfortunately,     s-process    element         Keenan, P. C., and Boeshaar, P. C.: 1980,abundance class.                                abundances are not available for the MS           Astrophys. J. Suppt. 43, 379.   From their position in the colour-mag-       stars but would be very useful in deter-        L10yd Evans, T.: 1983, Monthty Notices Roy.                                                                                                  Astr. Soc. 204, 975.nitude diagram, the MS stars are esti-          mining the relation between the two                                                                                                Richer, H. B., Olander, N., and Westerlund,mated to have masses around 5 M0 .              groups of carbon stars and the MS                                                                                                  B. E.: 1979, Astrophys. J. 230, 724.Most of the carbon stars in the field           stars. This relation is at present not          Westerlund, B. E., Olander, N., and Hedin, B.:investigated by Wood et al. (1983) were         clear, but the MS stars are more mas-             1981, Astron. Astrophys. Suppt. 43, 272.found to have pulsational masses                sive than the bulk of ordinary N-type           Wood, P. R., Bessell, M. S., and Fox, W.:around 1 M0 . The luminous J-type C3 C-         carbon stars and may be more closely              1983, Astrophys. J. 272, 99.

HO 187474: the First Results 01 Surface Magnetic Field
MeasurementsP. DIDELON, Observatoire de Strasbourg, France1. Introduction                                                  and B is the magnetic field in gauss. The     certainly more suitable to study the in-      The upper main-sequence chemically          mean Lande factor of the a components         fluenee of the magnetie field on other  peculiar stars (CP, see Preston 1974)          z is also called effective Lande factor        stellar eharacteristies (rotation, abun-  were the first non degenerate stars defi-      (geft). It appears immediately that this       danees, ....), o'r the eorrelation with  nitely showing magnetic field with large       displacement is very smalI, of the order       parameters of interest in CP stars scale structure. The magnetic field usu-        of 100 milliangström per kilogauss at          (photometrie index of peeuliarity for ex- ally observed in CP stars is dipolar.           5000 A for z = 1. Generally it is smaller      ample). Moreover, the knowledge of Hs  More complicated structures are                than broadening due to other mechan-           variation, in addition to that of Heff, is perhaps present, but their contributions        isms (thermal, collisional broadening),        neeessary to get a better idea of the are certainly sm aller (Landstreet, 1980).      the most important and unavoidable             field geometry. As the star rotates, the visible hemi-          one is the rotational broadening. sphere changes and magnetic field vari-             The splitting measured in circularly                                                                                                2. Method and Data for Surface ations are observed. The magnetic field         polarized light gives access to the aver-                                                                                                   Magnetic Field Measurements seems to play an important role in the          age longitudinal magnetic field, also physical phenomena occurring in the             called "effective" magnetic field (Heft). It       As said above, the displaeement of magnetic CP stars (diffusion, blanket-          is the average on the visible hemisphere       the magnetie eomponent is very small ing, structure of the atmosphere, ...),         of the magnetie field projeetion on the         and Resolved Zeeman Pattern (RZP) and a better knowledge of it is therefore       line of sight. One advantage of this            can be observed only in the most important for our understanding of the          method is that by reeording separately         favourable eases, at least in slowly CP phenomenon.                                 the right and left eireularly polarized          rotating stars (Vsini < 10-20 km/s). AI-     The magnetic field is detected              light, small relative displaeements of the     though CP stars rotate more slowly than through the splitting of a line into several    same line, between the two spectra, ean         main-sequenee stars of the same spee- components:        J1  components        are    easily be detected. Several different          tral type, the sampie where Hs ean be symmetrically displaced around the              methods of eireular polarization mea-          measured direetly from resolved split- central wavelength Ao , while a compo-         surement aeross speetral lines have             ting is Iimited. nents are displaced to shorter or longer        been used to deduee stellar effeetive             Few CP stars (34) have been mea- wavelengths. In the most simple case,          magnetic fields (Landstreet, 1980).             sured for Hs, among them only 12 showthe line is split into a triplet pattern with       The splitting measured in unpolarized       RZP (Didelon, 1983). Extensive Hs mea-three components: one undisplaced               light gives aeeess to the surfaee magne-        surements along the whole period of:Tl: component and two symmetrically            tie field (Hs), whieh is the average mag-       variation are available for only 4 starsdisplaced a components. These com-              nitude of the field over the visible hemi-      (Landstreet, 1980).ponents are also polarized and their            sphere. The Hs value is then dedueed               In order to go further and to measurepolarizations depend on the magnetic            from the displaeement observed on               Hs in a greater sampie, the differentialfield orientation.                              c1assieal speetra. It is diffieult to           broadening due to magnetie field, must     The mean displacement of the a com-        measure and very often the Zeeman               be studied. The first attempt to compareponents from the central wavelength Ao          pattern of the lines are not resolved in        the widths of lines with different Landeis given by:                                    stellar speetra.                                faetors was done by Preston (1971).                                                    It is a pity, beeause Hs values are         More aeeurate analyses must eompare         /::"A = 4.67 x 10- 13 zBA 0 2   (1)                                                more representative of the magnetie             similar Iines whieh are formed under thefor wavelength expressed in A; z is the         energy and less sensitive to the field          same atmospheric eonditions and havemean Lande factor of the a component            geometry than Heff values. And Hs is            approximately the same strengths. So                                                                                                                                           5 the lines must, if possible, belong to the                                                          FT of a magnetic nuilline, the theoretical                                                3. Some Difficulties in Surface same multiplet or super-multiplet, and                                                              Zeeman broadening function which                                                             Magnetic Field Measurements must have approximately the same os-                                                                must be used to fit the observational cillator strength.                                                                                  Zeeman broadening function is reduced                                                          It is obvious that people involved in    Several studies of that kind, more or                                                            to a simple form:                                                                          Hs measurements try to observe lines less derived from the so-called "Robin-                                                                                                                                                        with the greatest Lande factors pos-                                                                                                                Z (0)       =    1-A + A cos (2:rcna 0 6) son method" (Robinson, 1980), were                                                                                                                                                             sible, and which at the same time have a undertaken, but have been applied to                                                                    Both methods use the same assump-                                                      Zeeman pattern as simple as possible. I cool stars only. In fact, all these ap-                                                             tions and seem to have the same limita-                                                    want to mention here some patterns of proaches used the comparison and/or                                                                 tions. They assume that the magnetic                                                       interest. The quasi triplet pattern occurs the deconvolution of magnetic sensitive                                                             field is homogeneous on the visible                                                        when the groups of :rc and a components lines by magnetic null lines or lines less                                                          hemisphere, that the Zeeman pattern                                                        are widely separated. Otherwise, if :rc sensitive to the magnetic field (smaller z                                                          can be analysed as a triplet, and they                                                     and a components are blended to- value).                                                                                             suppose that the lines are unblended.                                                      gether, the geff values listed in Beckers    One kind of procedure directly fits the                                                          However, several attempts have been                                                        (1969) cannot be used, but taking into profile of the magnetic line with 3 com-                                                            made to study the influences of these                                                      account the complete pattern and con- ponents. The parameters of these com-                                                               shortcomings (Gray, 1984; Gondoin et                                                       sidering the magnetic subcomponents ponents are partially derived from the                                                              al. , 1985).                                                                               involved in the observed splitting, z can unsensitive lines (Marcy, 1984). Then                                                                   It would be of interest to test the                                                    be calculated. Another interesting case the "deconvolution" is done iteratively                                                             application of the different methods to                                                    is the doublet pattern; it is a special case and finally gives the field strength and                                                            CP stars, and to check if the magnetic                                                     of the quadruplet pattern. It occurs the filling factor, which is the surface                                                            field values can be derived in rapidly                                                     when the two groups of :rc components proportion covered by the field.                                                                    rotating magnetic stars. In that way,                                                      have the same displacement as the    Other procedures study the division                                                              slowly rotating magnetic stars must be                                                     a component groups. Then only two of the Fourier Transforms (FT hereafter)                                                            studied first to see if the different                                                      components are observed and they are of the two lines with different magnetic                                                            methods are consistent and reliable.                                                       more easily resolved than 3 or several sensitivity (Sun et al., 1987 and refer-                                                               Surface magnetic field measurements                                                     components with the same z. As already ences therein; Gray, 1984). The FT of a                                                             with both methods require high resolu-                                                     seen above, complicated patterns will sensitive line is given by:                                                                         tion spectroscopy with high signal-to-                                                     be difficult to analyse. This is illustrated                                                                                                     noise ratio. In fact, one must be able to                                                  in Figure 1, which shows a doublet Pz(a) = Po(a)' (1-A + A cos (2:rcna0 6)) (2)                                                                                                     see Resolved Zeeman Pattern (RZP) in                                                       pattern observed in a Fell line of- Po(a) is the FT of a magnetic null line,                                                           faint lines or make a fine profile analysis                                                HO 187474 (the most simple pattern),- A is a function of the mean orientation                                                            of lines with different Lande factors. The                                                 and at the left of this line a very compli-of the magnetic field S, and of the filling                                                          unique combination of the CES and Re-                                                      cated structure. This feature is due to 2factor F : A = 0.5 F (1 + cos 2 S),                                                                  ticon at the CAT allows to obtain such                                                     nearby Si I lines with complicated Zee-- 6 is the usual displacement of the                                                                 data.                                                                                      man pattern, and possible additionalcomponents given by expression (1),                                                                     During two observing runs at this in-                                                   blends with other faint lines.- 0 0 is the smallest frequency obtained                                                             strument, in December 1985 and Oc-                                                            It is also important to observe unsatu-in the FT, which corresponds to the                                                                  tober 1986, I observed several CP stars                                                    rated lines. Otherwise, if they are toolength of the spectrum analysed,                                                                     at several different wavelengths. I want                                                   strong, they will be collisionally- n is an integer wh ich gives the diffe-                                                            to present here the first results concern-                                                 broadened, and information on therent frequencies of the discrete FT.                                                                 ing the very slow rotating CP star                                                         magnetic broadening will be more   The division of two FT eliminates                                                                 HO 187474, of the Si-Cr-Eu type. It has                                                    difficult to extract.Po (0) and the Zeeman signature corre-                                                               a rotational period of approximately 7                                                        Moreover, as shown by expressionsponding to the Zeeman broadening is                                                                 years, and is therefore a very good can-                                                  (1), the displacement is related with theobtained. If the division is made by the                                                             didate to perform the first tests.                                                         square of the central wavelength, and                                                                                                                                                                                               the splitting is more effective towards                                                                                                                                                                                               long wavelengths. That explains why                HO 187474                                                                                                                                                                      people try to find suitable lines or lineoo                                                                                                                                                                                              pairs in the red or even infrared region.                                                                                                                                                                                               But the choice is then limited by other                                                                                                                                                                                               constraints due to the earth's atmo-oo                                                                                                                                                                                               sphere. In fact, telluric lines of oxygen,o                                                                                                                                                                                               water vapour or other species pollute                                                                                                                                                                                               large spectral regions wh ich are then                                                                                                                                                                                               unsuitable for good measurements. For                                                                                                                                                                                               example a line pair of Fe II (73) at 7223 Aog                                                                                                                                                                                              which would be very suitable for Diffe-                                                                                                                                                                                               rential Magnetic Broadening (DMB)                                                                                                                                                                                               study is disturbed by a forest of strong                                                                                                                                                                                               lines of atmospheric water vapour.g                                                                                                                                                                                                  It therefore appears that the selection'"                                                                                                                                                                                             of lines to be studied is very important                                                                                                                                                                                               and very difficult. The choice is also                                                                                                                                                                                               important because the Reticon lengthoo                                                                                                                                                                                              limits the wavelength range available for                 O:;;;OO:--~-;::62;:C37:;-'-, 3:;";67""1~---;:6-':23::;-7,""72:-:-1-~6:;";2:;";3B-':,O-;::82'--~762:::-38~, -:-:.47"2~'--:6=23:::-8~,80:::-2-~::-:62-=-=39,.L,1763,--~-----J....6;:;23:;:;7-';;,                                                                                                                                                                                               each exposure to 50 A.Figure 1: This spectral region of HO 187474 shows a doublet pattern in a Fell line and a very                                                                                                      This choice is not made easier by thecomplicated structure due to simultaneous Zeeman splitting and blends of several lines.                                                                                                        great differences in abundance patterns
6         H0187474                                                                                                                                                                                   RlP, if possible. Five Reticon spectra of                                                                                                                                                                                                    HO 187474 were obtained in October                                                                                                                                                                                                    1986. They cover the following                                                                                                                                                                                                    wavelength regions: n 4488-4523,                                                                                                                                                                                                    n 5000-5040,                   n 5274-5314,                                                                                                                                                                                                    n6214-6265, n 7373-7426.                                                                                                                                                                                                       First of all, it is interesting to check by                                                                                                                                                                                                    visual inspection if the Hs influence on                                                                                                                                                                                                    the line prafiles is noticeable. Fram the                                                                              •                                                                                                                     above-mentioned limitations and dif-                                                                                                                                                                   •                                ficulties, it is obvious that OMB effects                                                                                                                                                                                                    are certainly not easy to detect ando                                                                                                                                                                                                   analyse in same stars. However, effectsoO'------:.-;;;.B-;;-'B.";;;oo:;;-o-~.:-:c.B;:;:B.l:;.7:;-;01-~-.,.,.'=B9J..•70:-1~--,..C"::.9.,.J0...,-:10-.,.,1-~.:-::'9:-:-0l.:-.BO:-I-~..,-:"::-:91.J.,.5::-01--,.~-,-":-:c92=-'.2;:;:0::-2--'   are clearly visible in HO 187474. This is                                                                                                                                                                                                    certainly due to the low ratational veloci-Figure 2: A portion of a Reticon spectrum of HO 187474. The points indicate two lines of Fell                                                                                                       ty and therefore the sharpness of thewith different magnetic sensitivity. Note their different widths. The bar indicates a resolved                                                                                                      lines. This is illustrated in Figure 2 wh ichZeeman triplet in a Crlliine.                                                                                                                                                                       reproduces apart of the spectrum in the                                                                                                                                                                                                    lowest wavelength range. This rangeencountered in CP stars. Astrang, satu-                                                             be as clean as possible, at least to per-                                                       was chosen because it covers a regionrated line in one star, may be faint                                                                form OMB studies. It is obvious then                                                            where 4 Fe 11 lines of the same multipletenough to be used, or may even dis-                                                                 that line identifi'cation is unavoidable for                                                    (No. 37) are present. Moreover, theyappear completely in other stars. Thus                                                              the best part, and that the choice of                                                           have approximately the same intensitythe choice depends not only on the lines                                                            stars to be observed becomes more and                                                           but have different z values. Two of themthemselves, but also partlyon the                                                                   more difficult. In fact, it is tempting to                                                      are seen at 4489.5 A and 4491.8 A inselected stars to study.                                                                            observe cool CP stars with strang over-                                                         Figure 2. Their z values are 1.5 and 0.4,     Finally, I chose several spectral re-                                                          abundances. They would have many                                                                respectively. The width difference is thegions, in wh ich lines with great z are                                                             lines and the probability to see unex-                                                          signature of the OMB effect. A smallpresent and can be observed in CP                                                                   pected RlP is increased, but at the                                                             blend is perhaps present in the red wingstars, and other regions with suitable                                                              same time, blends will occur more often.                                                        of the magnetic sensitive line. Ta the left line pairs for OMB analysis. The two                                                               This prabability is also increased when                                                         in the same figure, a RlP is present. lines of the pair must be located in the                                                           the rotational velocity increases, due to                                                       This triplet can be attributed to a Cr 11same 50 A region, so they can be ob-                                                                the resulting line broadening.                                                                  line. This line has the same Lande factorserved simultaneously with the Reticon.                                                                All the above considerations show                                                            (1.5) as the Fell line at A4489.5. That    All the problems mentioned above ex-                                                            that the choices of the lines and of the                                                        one does not show a RlP, certainlyplain why clear RlP were usually not                                                                stars to be observed are not indepen-                                                           because it is tao strang (WA = 0.127 A).observed in the expected lines, but                                                                 dent. It is even more difficult to predict                                                      This illustrates weil the difficulty and therather in unexpected faint lines (certainly                                                         with certainty which lines will be suitable                                                     chance, which occurs in RlP observa-with large z value) wh ich appear in the                                                            because the available atomic data are                                                           tion, as stressed above. Two small andchosen regions.                                                                                     neither complete nor precise, even for                                                          broad lines (certainly with high z values)    Another difficulty came from the line                                                           common ions like Crll, Ti 11, ... Only the                                                      are present at A4490.5 and A4491.5.identification, but also from recognition                                                           observed spectra will show if the right                                                         The first one is definitely a Mn I line, butand collection of the configuration, the                                                            choices have b'een made, and the ex-                                                            the second one cannot be identifiedleeman pattern and the z value.                                                                     perience will certainly bring up same                                                           with certainty. A broad blend of Ti I1 and    The line identification in CP stars is                                                          useful and suitable lines or regions.                                                           Gd 11 is visible at A4488.7. Finally, thisnot a trivial problem, even for strang                                                                                                                                                              figure also gives an idea of the high S/Nlines (that is, those which are visible on                                                                                                                                                          commonly obtained with the Reticon.                                                                                                    4. The Surface Magnetic Field of                                                                   After this qualitative and visual check,photographic plates at high resolution                                                                                                       HO 187474 from RZP Study                                                                     the strength of Hs must be deduced1-10 Almm, WA > 50 mAl. Such spec-tra of CP stars show unusual lines; lines                                                              In order to test and to compare the                                                          fram the observed RlP. But, asfrom rare and heavy elements, or un-                                                                different methods of Hs measurement,                                                            stressed above, RlP is seen mainly inidentified lines of common elements (i. e.                                                          the Hs first has to be determined fram                                                          faint lines that have to be identified.Cr, Fe, ...), usually not seen in normalstars. Even these strang lines are oftennot weil studied in laboratory analysis,and atomic data are missing. The situa-tion is worse at lang wavelengths whereatomic data are more likely to be miss-ing.                                                                                               o                                                                                                   g    In that way, the identification of faint(ta very faint) lines detected in high re-solution spectra with high S/N is a diffi-culty of first order. Moreover, the com-                                                           o                                                                                                   oparisan of the strength or the presence                                                            ~

of lines within a multiplet is not always
possible due to the limited spectralrange of 50 A.                                                                                     o                                                                                                   :i\l.---;:-;c~;;;;-~--;::~:;:-;-~--;;-~-;;:;-;--'----;=";;;;-:--~=c':-:-;---~-=.,-L;,.,-:--~..,-:::-,..J.-".,.--l..J    I want to point out that the lines anal-                                                              5303.500        5303.661        5303.B21       5303.9BI        530'.1"         530'.301        530'.'61ysed must be free of blends and must                                                               Figure 3: Resolved triplet observed in a Felliine.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                7TAßLE 1: Resolved Zeeman pattern and Hs measurements                                                                                                                                          greatly affect the Hs measurements.                                                                                                                                                                                              However, almost all the elements listed                    )... obs.                      ion identification                             z                                 1:>)...                             ß                                                                                                                                                                                              in Table 1 belong to the group of the iron                 4487.90                            Crll            (63)                       1.5                               .078                                5.5                      peak or to the rare earths. They should                 4502.61                            Mnl             (22)                       1.5                               .065                                4.6                      have the same distribution and no differ-                 4521.68                            Gd 11           (44)                       1.91                              .0985                               5.4                      ences are expected. The only different                 4522.34                            Gd 11           (135)                      1.19                              .056                                4.9                      element (AI 11) gives a slightly greater                 5011.80                            ?                                                                            .048                                                         field (see below). Its distribution on the                 5303.86                            Fell            (225)                      1.14                              .0815                               5.5                      surface is perhaps not identical.                 5306.34                            Crll            (24)                       1.63                              .0845                               3.95                        I want to point out that on the one                 6221.56                            ?                                                                            .122                                                                                                                                                                                              hand the smallest value is very different                 6227.17                            Crll            (a)                        0.6                               .054                                5.0                                                    (105)           (b)                        1.8                               .1525                               4.7                      fram others, and does not fit the dis-                 6232.24                            AI 11           (10)                       1.0                               .109                                6.0                      tribution very weil. It is certainly due to a                 6238.93                            Fell            (74)                       1.11                              .10                                 4.97                     wrong measurement of the resolved                 6241.48                            ?                                                                            .130                                                         pattern, wh ich is not weil defined, or to a                 6243.67                            AI 11           (10)                       1.17                              .1285                               6.05                     bad z value. On the other hand, the two                 6249.02                            ?                                                                            .117                                                         largest values (6., 6.05) came from the 2                 6249.40                            Fell            Lund                       1.5                               .125                                4.6                      AIII lines. If we eliminate these 3 values                 7420.32                            ?                                                                            .0955                                                        the distribution is restricted to the         (a): case 01 the lt components                                                                                                                                                       4.6-5.5 domain. The mean does not         (b): case 01 lhe 0 components                                                                                                                                                        change at all and the dispersion is only         "Lund" means lhat the idenlilication comes Irom Johansson (1978) lable.                                                                                                              slightly reduced,                                                                                                                                                                                                       Hs   =       5.0   ± 0.4 kgauss.   I tried first to identify all the "strong"                                                         high excitation line of Fe II (multiplet No.                                               This is the first value of the surfacelines (residual intensity < 0.7) visible in                                                           225, z = 1.135).                                                                        field available for HO 187474. It shouldthe spectra. I used for this purpose the                                                                 Figure 4 shows an unusual RZP. This                                                  be compared to the Hs value of 2.3Moore table (1945) and the NBS table                                                                  quadruplet is due to Cr 11 (105). In this                                               kgauss deduced from the Geneva(Reader and Corliss, 1982). Moreover,                                                                 case it is possible to calculate an Hs                                                  photometry. The disagreement is impor-for Fe 11, I used the line list prepared by                                                           value from the displacement of the                                                      tant and questions the validity of theJohansson (1978). The Moore table                                                                     a components as usually, but also from                                                  relation established before (Cramer andgives the configuration and then I can                                                                rt components. The two values are close                                                 Maeder, 1980; Oidelon, 1984). Thoughdeduce the z value from Beckers table                                                                 together.                                                                               the Hs value is close to the application(1969). However, the NBS table does                                                                      With the doublet pattern shown in Fig-                                               limit of the relation, a better agreementnot give the configuration and then the                                                               ure 1, the landscape of possible Zee-                                                   would have been expected.identification is not useful for the study                                                            man pattern is weil illustrated.                                                           The good quality of the data allowsof Hs effects.                                                                                           Now let us see what is the mean of the                                               not only to measure the displacement of   Once the identification of the strong                                                              Hs strength. In Table 1, 16 RZP are                                                     the components, but also their individu-line had been done, I selected the most                                                               listed, 5 have not yet been identified and                                              al intensities. This additional information"beautiful" and clear RZP. When the                                                                   12 values of Hs can be calculated. They                                                 will put some constraints on the fieldidentification was possible I deduced                                                                 range from 3.95 to 6.05 kgauss, the                                                     geometry (orientation). In fact the dis-from the observed t'::.'A a value for Hs. All                                                         mean value is 5.1 and the dispersion 0.6                                                placement is related to the fieldthese data are listed in Table 1. The                                                                 kgauss.                                                                                 strength, but is not influenced by themagnetic field strength is given in                                                                      The distribution of the Hs values are                                                geometry. On the contrary the inten-kilogauss, and the displacement t'::.'A in                                                            appraximately the same for the different                                                sities of the components are a functionA.                                                                                                    elements. So, if there is a patchy dis-                                                 of the angle between the magnetic field   Figure 3 shows a typical triplet ob-                                                               tribution of the element overabun-                                                      orientation and the line of sight, but doserved at 'A 5303.8, wh ich is due to a                                                               dances on the stellar surface, it does not                                              not depend on the field strength. The                                                                                                                                                                                              relative intensities of the rt and a com-               HO 187474                                                                                                                                                                      ponents are:

                                                                                                                                                                                                         Irt    =    a/2 sin 2e
                                                                                                                                                                                                         la     =    a/4 (1 + cos 2 e)ccc                                                                                                                                                                                                 Then the ratio of their intensities per-                                                                                                                                                                                              mits the determination of the mean                                                                                                                                                                                              magnetic field orientation.                                                                                                                                                                                                 Visual inspection of the resolved trip-                                                                                                                                                                                              let shows that rt and 0 components                                                                                                                                                                                              have approximately the same intensi-                                                                                                                                                                                              ties. The measurements of their equiva-                                                                                                                                                                                              Jent widths give the following ratio:                                                                                                                                                                                              Irt/la = 0.98 ± 0.2, wh ich corresponds                                                                                                                                                                                                 e                                                                                                                                                                                              to = 55° ± 5°.                                                                                                                                                                                                 This angle is more or less related to y,                                                                                                                                                                                              the inclination of the magnetic axis to~                                                                                                                                                                                             the line of sight. It depends on the field                           ~~6""22""'6 50'""0-~::::62::::26,.L.e""00"--~-;:-62::::2,,-17,7.:10::-    ,L,.62'""26"...L.""'20-1                                                                                          4;;;;00-~;;::62;:;:27;":.7;;;:00;;--~--;;6;;;;22;;-'e.';;;00;;;'0-~-'                                                                                               0 -'---;6::;;22:;:;'71.;,                                                                                                                                                                                              geometry, but for dipolar field they are                                            L,.,
Figure 4: Resolved quadruplet observed in a Crlliine.                                                                                                                                         closely related.
8   In conclusion, the high quality of the data obtained with the CES and the Reticon allowed to make a fine analysis         ZrCT')                                                             oof the RZP observed in the slow rotationstar HD 187474. So, the strength of Hs                                                                    0.5

and its mean orientation were derived.
This is one of the rare cases where theorientation of the magnetic field was                                                                     0.0                                                     0.0possible.   I want to point out that it would be ofgreat interest to follow HD 187474 dur-ing the whole period. On the one hand it            -0.5                                                 -Q5
will allow to determine the Hs variation                o~--...L---.L...------LJ-fT-~-cr.-.-
                                                                                          •.L...-~                                                                                                                o                    J fTlfT• •and hence, put some constraints on the                                                Figure 5: Zeeman broadening functions associated with different magnetic sensitive Fell finesfield geometry. If the inclination determi-     and the unsensitive Fellline (J.. 4491, z = 0.4). The fulllines give the functions cafcufated withnation is possible at all the phases, it will   the parameters deduced from resofved Zeeman pattern (8 = 5 kgauss, A = 0.66). (a) The dotsalso contribute to the study of the             represent the observed broadening function associated with the sensitive magnetic line J.. 4515geometry. On the other hand, if the Hs          (z = 1.03). (b) Observed broadening functions associated with the magnetic sensitive finevariation is big enough it would be a           J.. 4520 (full dots) and J.. 4489 (empty dots). The two fines have the same z vafue (1.5).good occasion to test the differentmethods of Hs measurement in slowlyrotating stars and eventually determine          lines by the division of FT, I scaled the            vations. A best fit would be obtainedtheir limitations towards small fields.          reference line to the strongest line. (Mar-          with a greater A value or with a stronger                                                 cy, 1984).                                          field. In fact, the determination of A and                                                    The expression (2) is used to calculate           B is not independent (Gray, 1984; Mar-5. Differential Magnetic Broaden-                                                                    cy, 1984). In the present case, I                                                 the theoretical ZBF for each line pair. As   ing and Fourier Deconvolution                                                 I extracted a region of 0.63 A to perform           assumed that the magnetic field    The strength of the field and its mean       the FT of each line, the value of the               strength is weil known, and to my point orientation can also be determined from         smallest frequency 0 0 is given by                  of view, the mean inclination determina- the study of DMB effects. It is interesting     1.587 A- 1 . The factor Ais a function of 8,        tion is less satisfactory. A best fit would to check if the Zeeman signature (also          the mean orientation of the field, and F             require approximately A = 0.7, wh ich called Zeeman broadening function) can          the filling factor. The 8 value determined          corresponds to 8 = 51°. This value is be described with the values deter-             above is adopted (55°). The magnetic                still compatible with the adopted 8 error. mined above from RZP. The Zeeman                fields of CP stars cover the whole sur-                The calculated ZBF of the line A 4515 Broadening Function (ZBF hereafter) is          face, so I assumed that F equals 1. Then            (z = 1.03) did not fit the observed one, obtained by the division of the FT of two       the A value is 0.66. t,. is calculated for          wh ich is much steeper. A better agree- Iines with different z values.                  each line, taking for B the value of the            ment would require at least A = 0.9 and    It is not obvious whether the Robin-        field determined above (5 kgauss).                   so 8 = 26°. This value is no more com- son method can be applied to CP stars.             Figures 5 a and 5 b show the compari-            patible with the inclination deduced In fact, it has been developed to de-           son of the observed and calculated                  from RZP. This effect is due to addition- scribe and study the magnetic field of         ZBF. The full lines correspond to the                al broadening of the line and the most late-type stars, wh ich have a quite diffe-    calculated ZBF, with A = 0.66, the points            probable explanation is the contamina- rent field, similar to the solar one. The      give the observed ZBF. The ZBF ob-                   tion by a small undetected blend. main problem arises from Doppler shift         tained with the sensitive (z = 1.03) line               I observed another line pair of Fe I at due to stellar rotation. Its combination       A 4515 is plotted in Figure 5a. In Figure            A 7400 A, suitable for DMB study. But with the surface field distribution on the     5 b I plotted the ZBF obtained with the 2            the lines were too faint and the spectra visible hemisphere will distort the line       other sensitive lines, wh ich have the               too noisy for that purpose. So the ZBF profile. Then the magnetic effects would       same z values (1.5). The observed ZBF                of that pair cannot be used. be more difficult to analyse. However,         of 1\ 4520, and A 4489, are represented                 Finally, for the 2 lines with z = 1.5, afor slow rotating stars, like HD 187474,        by dots and circles, respectively.                   good agreement exists between the ob-this difficulty is removed, and a test can          The large value of A gives a very sharp          servational ZBF and the ZBF calculatedbe performed with good confidence.              function. The ratio of Fourier amplitudes            with the values determined from RZP    I studied the DMB effects on Fe Illines     at high frequency is therefore small (see            analysis. That shows that the Robinsonpresent in the first wavelength range. I        Figs. 1 and 2 in Gray 1984). The noise               method can certainly be used to deter-used the line at A 4491 A(z = 0.4) as an        will be dominant and it will reduce the              mine Hs, at least in slowly rotating CPunsensitive magnetic line of reference.         available points of the observational                stars. Because even if they do not showThe three other lines have greater z val-       ZBF. Due to that limitation, only 4 points           RZP, it is possible to measure Hs. How- ues and are more sensitive to Zeeman           were useful in the data.                             ever, careful attention is required tobroadening. Their wavelengths and z                 The agreement between the calcu-                 choose suitable line pairs. Moreover, atvalues are respectively; A 4491 A,              lated and the observed ZBF of the lines              least several ZBF are necessary to get az = 1.5; '\ 4515 A, z = 1.0; A 4520 A,          with z = 1.5 is satisfactory (Fig. 5 b).             field value with a good confidence levelz = 1.5. The division of the FT of one of       Moreover, the two observed ZBF have                  and to avoid undetected additionalthese three lines by the FT of the "un-         approximately the same values, wh ich                sources of broadening or inaccuratesensitive" reference line gives the ob-         confirms the reliability of the data. The            atomic data.servational ZBF to be compared to the           point of highest frequenccy (0/0 0 = 4) istheoretical ones. The equivalent widths         a little bit off the curve. This is perhapsof these lines are not equal. The lines                                                                                                     6. Conclusion                                                due to noise contamination, whichwith large z are stronger than the line         appears already at that frequency. How-                A more extensive study, taking intowith z = 0.4. To compare "identical"            ever, I try to better reproduce the obser-           account all the observed resolved Zee-                                                                                                                                                  9man patterns, will be published later. I       measure the surface magnetic field, at         Gray, D.F.: 1984, Ap.J. 277,640.also plan to pursue the tests of the           least in slowly rotating CP stars.             Johansson, S.: 1978, Lund preprint, to be"Robinson" method and other methods                                                             published in Physica Scripta.of Hs measurements.                                                                           Landstreet, J. D.: 1980, A. J. 85, 611.                                               References                                                                                              Marcy, G. W.: 1984, Ap. J. 276, 286.   This preliminary study of Resolved          Beckers, J. M.: 1969, Table of Zeeman Multi-   Moore, C. E.: 1945, A Multiplet Table, NBSZeeman Pattern allowed the determina-            plets, Physical sciences research paper,       Tech. Note No. 36.tion of the surface magnetic field               NO.371.                                      Preston, G.W.: 1971, Ap.J. 164,309.strength of HO 187474, and its mean            Gramer, N., and Maeder, A.: 1980, Astron.      Preston, G.W.: 1974, Ann. Rev. Astr. Astro-inclination on the line of sight at the time     Astrophys. Suppl. Sero 41, 111.                phys. 12, 257.of observation.                                Didelon, P.: 1983, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl.   Reader, J. and Corliss, C.H.: 1982, GRG                                                 Sero 53, 19.                                   Handbook of Ghemistry and Physics.  Moreover, the comparison of ob-              Didelon, P.: 1984, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl.     E204.served   and    calculated   Zeeman              Sero 55, 69.                                 Robinson, R. D.: 1980, Ap. J. 239, 961.broadening functions shows that the            Gondoin, Ph., Giampapa, M.S., and Book-        Sun, W.H., Giampapa, M.S. and Worden,"Robinson" method will be suitable to            binder, J.A.: 1985, Ap. J. 297,710.            S.P.: 1987, Ap.J. 312,930.

The Clouds which Form the Extended Emission Line Region
of NGC 4388L. COLlNA, Universitäts-Sternwarte, Göttingen, F. R. GermanyIntroduction                                               cates some kind of stratification in the       parison spectra were obtained after    Since the discovery of Seyfert galax-      physical conditions present in these re-       each single exposure. The observations ies (Seyfert, 1943) and Quasars               gions, and covering a range which ex-          in the various slit positions were op-(Schmidt, 1963) most of the attention to       tends continuously from the Broad Line         timized with respect to the position ofthese active galaxies has been directed        Region, Ne"'" 109 cm- 3 , through the          the object on the sky in order totowards understanding the physics of           Narrow Line Region, Ne ~ 103 cm-3 .            minimize the differential refractionthe nuclear non-thermal source, the               Spatially resolved spectroscopic ob-        effects. Finally, in each two dimensionalstructure of the inner emission line re-       servations of the extended emission line       spectrum, the signals of three adjacentgions, (the so-called Broad Une Re-            regions in nearby Seyfert galaxies are         spatial pixels were combined to in-gion), where the observed broad and va-        crucial to understand how the physical,        crease the S/N ratio and to take intoriable emission lines are produced, and        kinematical and ionizing structure of          account the seeing effects.the coupling between both phenomena.           these regions evolve as a function of    Further out, there exist extended          distance from the nucleus and position                                                                                              Discussion emission-li ne regions with sizes up to a     within the galaxy, how their structure is few kpc and where the observed strong         affected by the presence of the nonther-          NGC 4388 is a highly inclined spiral optical, narrow forbidden Iines are           mal nuclear source and wh ich is the role      galaxy located at the core of the Virgo formed. These regions, usually called         of the interstellar medium.                    cluster and classified as Seyfert 2 Narrow Une Regions, are considered as                                                        galaxy. Long-slit spectroscopy was ob-the link between the nuclear regions and                                                      tained at position angles 23° and                                               Observationsthe outer interstellar medium.                                                                152°. The slit at 23° was positioned to    Werk by Heckman and collaborators             Observations of NGC 4388 have been          cover the direction at which a radio (Heckman et al., 1981) and subsequent-        done at the Cassegrain focus of the La         emission region extending over 40 arc- Iy by Whittle (Whittle, 1985 a, b) showed     Silla 2.2-m telescope using the ESA            sec was previously reported (Hummel etthe presence of a blue asymmetry as a          Photon Counting System, the scientific         al., 1983). Emission on the [0111] Iines general feature of the spatially unre-        model of the Faint Object Camera (see          was observed over a total extension of solved [0111] A5007 Aline profile in Sey-     di Serego et al., 1985 for a detailed          24 aresec symmetrie to the nucleus.fert galaxies. This characteristic, not ob-    description). In the spectroscopic mode,          Contrary to the general behaviour ob- served in the H 11 and starbust galaxies,     the ESA PCO uses an array of                   served in the [0111] line profile of Seyfert was interpreted as a consequence of           1,024 x 256 pixels (spectral x spatial di-     galaxies, NGC 4388 shows a peculiarpeculiar motions in the central regions        rection) with a pixel size of 25 t-tm. The     red-asymmetry (Fig. 1). The overallof these active galaxies. Models consid-       slit width was 1.5 arcsec and the scale        [0111] A5007 A line profile is composed,ering outflowing emission clouds em-           along the slit was 1 arcsec . pixer 1 giv-     both at P.A. 23° and P.A. 152°, of fivebedded in a dusty medium, i. e. the re-        ing a totallength of the slit of 256 arcsec    clearly distinguishable components,ceding clouds being preferentially ob-         on the sky.                                    separated by up to 600 km . S-1 (seescured, or infalling dusty clouds, pro-           Long-slit spectroscopy covered the          Table 1). The main component, C2 , ex-ducing the opposite effect, most likely        spectral range [0111] n 4959, 5007 A           tends over the central region from 3explain these observations.                    + H ß at 21 Almm giving an effective           arcsec NE to 6 arcsec SE. The other two    Oirect correlations between the line       resolution of 56 km . S-1 (FWHM at             major components, C3 and C4 , appearwidth of the spatially unresolved narrow       A5000 A). Typical exposure times were          to extend over a region of ± 6 arcsecemission lines and the ionization poten-       40 minutes divided into two periods of         symmetrically with respect to the nu-tial or the critical density have been ob-     20 minutes each. To monitor the                cleus. Finally, the smaller components,served in Seyfert galaxies (Oe Robertis        geometrical distortion and to make the         C1 and Cs , are concentrated at theand Osterbrock, 1984, 1986). This indi-        final wavelength calibration, HeAr com-        centre. These components could be10      q NGC 4388                                                  PA23                                              radio emission and the emission line for      8.,., ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,                                           large sampies of Seyfert galaxies has                                                                                                                    been pointed out by different authors                                                                                            [OIII]1-.. 5007Ä        (Wilson and Heckman, 1985 and refer-      o      ci                                                                                                            ences therein) in terms of a [0111]      o                                                                                                                    luminosity and FWHM ([0111]) vs. 21 cm      '"                                                                                                            radio luminosity correlations. Also in      o                                                                                                             3 C 305 (Heckman et al., 1982), the      ci                                                                                                            same phenomena have been reported in~g                                                                                                                  the sense that the [0111] lines appear toz                                                                                                                   be broader in the regions coincident::>00                                                                                                                  with radio emission. This suggests aUci      o                                                                                                             direct connection between the presence      N                                                                                                                    of anomalous motions, radial motions,                                                                                                                    turbulence, and the existence of radio      o      ci                                                                                                            synchrotron radiation, which needs      o                                                                                                                    further detailed studies.                                                                                                                       A detailed study of the extended      o                                                                                                             emission line region in NGC 4388 is      ci+---_----r---.--......:::.-r-"'--..b.o~.....:..~..::...--.;~--..,._------1                                  contained in a forthcoming paper (Coli-        5025.0       5035.0         5045.0        5055.0         5065.0         5075.0                              na, L., Fricke, K.J., Kollatschny, W.,                                                                   1-.. [A]                                         Perryman, M.A.C., 1987, Astron. Astro-Figure 1: [Olll} f.. 5007 A integrated profile along the slit at P.A. 23°. The prominent individual                 phys. in press). A similar study, by theeomponents produeing the observed red asymmetry are indieated as weil as the obtained fit                           same authors, of NGC 2992 was pub-for the overall profile.                                                                                            lished in Astron. Astrophys., 178, 51                                                                                                                    (May (11), 1987).                                                                                                                       This work was supported in part byassociated with a system of giant                                      clouds. This situation is similar to those   the DFG grants Fr 325/21-4 and Fr 325/clouds confined to the inner six arcsec                                observed in NGC 1068 (Mr = 186 Mev,          15-2.fram the nucleus. Considering the [0111]                               Er = 3.7.10 50 erg; Pelat and Alloin,luminosity, L ([0111]) = 1.6 . 1040 erg' S-1,                          1980) and in NGC 4151 (Mr = 1, 100e, Er      Referencesthis gives a total mass Mr = 5,000 Me                                  = 4.7 . 1050 erg; Pelat and Alloin, 1982)                                                                                                                    Oe Robertis, M. M., Osterbrock, D. E., 1984,and energy Er = Ek (kinetic) + Er (turbu-                              where a direct association between the          Asuophys. J. 286, 171.               51lent) = 3· 10      erg for the system of                               nuclear radio emission and the clouds        De Robertis, M. M., Osterbrock, D. E., 1986,                                                                       has been suggested (Wilson, 1983).              Astrophys. J. 301, 727.                                                                          The [0111] emission towards the NE of     di Serego, S., Perryman, M.A.C., Macchetto,TABlE 1: Emission line eomponents in                                                                                   F., 1985, Astron. Astrophys. 149, 179.                                                                       the nucleus at P.A. 23° is intriguing. InP. A. 23°. Derived parameters.                                                                                      Heckman, T. M., Miley, G. K., van Breugel,                                                                       this region, Hummel et al., (1983) noted                                                                       the presence of a radio elongation. A           W. J. M., Butcher, R. H., 1981, Astrophys.    Compo-           V ([OIIlJ)        FWHM            I/I                                                                                                                      J. 247, 403.     nent            Km    'S-1        Km· S-1       (tot.)            broader [0111] A5007 A line, FWHM        =   Heckman, T. M., Miley, G. K., Baliek, B., van                                                                       300 km . S-1 and FWQM (full width at                                                                                                                      Breugel, W. J. M., Butcher, H. R., 1982, As-           C,         2352              140          0.06              quarter maximum)    = 500 km . S-1, is ob-     trophys. J. 262, 529.           C2         2468              109          0.55              served. This line is broader at FWHM         Hummel, E., van Gorkom, J. H., Kotanyi,           C3         2604              110          0.23              than the same line in the SW region by a       C. G., 1983, Astrophys. J. 267, l5.           C.         2734              175          0.12                                                                       factor two to three (see Fig. 2). The ex-    Pelat, D., Alloin, D., 1980, Astron. Astrophys.           Cs         2942              175          0.04                                                                       istence of such a relation between the         81,172.                                                                                                                    Pelat, D., Alloin, D. 1982, Astron. Astrophys.                                                                                                                      105,335.                                                                                                                    Seyfert, C. K., 1943, Astrophys. J. 97, 28.                                                 NGC 4388                 PA 23'           + FWHMIomiAS007                                                                                                                    Schmidt, M., 1963, Nature 197, 1040.                                                                                           e FWQM(OmIASOO7          Wilson, A.S., 1983, in Highlights of As-      600                                                                                                             tronomy 6,476.                                                                                                                    Wilson, A. S., Heckman, T. M., 1985, in As-"7~    500                                       e                                                                                                                      trophysies of Aetive Galaxies and Quasi- u                                                                                                                    Stellar Objeets, p. 39, ed. J. S. Miller. Uni- 3:                                                           e                                                       versity Seience Books. E400 ~                                                                                          e >-                                                                       e            e ~300 u 0                                                                                 e -J W >200                                                                                                                      ESO Slide Sets                                                                                                                       In the last issue of the Messen-                                                                                            +                                                                                                                     ger ESO announced the publication          100                                                                                                        of two slide sets: "Objects in the                                                                                                                     Southern Sky" and "Supernova                                                                                                                     1987 A in the Large Magellanic                      15          12      9      6            3          0     3       6    9      12     15         Cloud".                NE                                                0 (aresee)                                   5W       Unfortunately, the price was not                                                                                                                     clearly indicated. It is DM 35.- forFigure 2: The FWHM and FWQM (tull width quarter maximum) of the [0111} f.. 5007 Aprofile as a                        each of the sets.funetion of distanee from the optieal nueleus tor position angle P. A. 23°.
                                                                                                                                                                 11Observations of the Shell Galaxy NGC 3923 with EFOSCJ.-L. PR/EUR, Observataire du Pic-du-Midi et de Tau/ause, France
   NGC 3923 was observed at the 3.6-m             Aseries of 5 pictures were taken with         this light gradient in the profiles (in theESO telescope in March 1985 with               the same orientation, moving the tele-           same way that we computed the residu-EFOSC, the ESO Faint Object Spec-              scope slightly between each exposure.            als of the background of the galaxy).trograph and Camera (Oekker and                Each image was corrected following the           Comparing the results from ESO framesO'Odorico, 1985). The results of these         usual procedure by subtracting a bias            with AAT images we could verify thatobservations and other observations            model and dividing by a mean flat field.         there was a good agreement. Thereforemade at CFHT and AAT are described in          The cosmetic defects of the chip (mainly         for our purpose, this light gradient didmore detail in Prieur (1987). NGC 3923         a bad column and some "hot spots")               not affect our measurements. The actualis an elliptical galaxy which exhibits         were removed by interpolation on the             shift of each image was determined bypeculiar arc-like structures or "shells"       surrounding pixels. We noted a slight            measuring the centres of unsaturatedaligned with the major axis. They were         light concentration in the centre of the         stars. Then the images were shiftedfirst discovered by Malin (1977). Malin        frames (Cf. Fig. 1). We used these pic-          back and added. The result was check-developed new techniques of photo-             tures for determining shell profiles and         ed by comparing the F. W. H. M. of somegraphie processing wh ich are very effi-       worked on thin slices. Since shells are          stars before and after the operation.cient for detecting faint outer extensions     thin we could interpolate the value of           One of the major advantages of thisaround galaxies ("contrast enhance-ment") or inner structures superimposedover a bright background ("unsharpmasking"). At present such shells havebeen seen around more than 140 ellipti-cal galaxies. NGC 3923 appears as therichest system among the shell galaxycatalogue of Malin and Carter (1983). Asan aligned system, it could be represen-tative of the class of "aligned" systemswh ich represent about 35 % of shellgalaxies (Wilkinson et al. , 1988). As itseems that at least 17 % of isolatedelliptical galaxies are shell galaxies (Ma-lin and Carter, 1983), the understandingof the origin of these structures is impor-tant for our knowledge of ellipticals andgalaxies in general.   Quinn (1984) proposed a model toaccount for the properties of the shells.In his model, shells are the remnant ofthe merging of a small galaxy within alarge elliptical. In phase space the loca-tion of the infalling stars wraps aroundthe origin with time. Shells are densitywaves formed by stars near theapocentre. Another model was pro-posed by Williams and Christiansen(1985). The origin of the shells is internalto the elliptical galaxy. Stars form withinan expanding blast wave of matterejected from an active nucleus in anearly phase of the history of the galaxy.But according to the authors them-selves such a model cannot account forthe large number of shells observedaround NGC 3923.   Sandro O'Odorico included the ob-servations of NGC 3923 in a technicalrun of EFOSC in March 1985 as a way totest the photometrie accuracy and thespeed of the instrument. EFOSC wasused in direct imaging mode as an F/2.5focal reducer with a B filter. The detec-tor was a thinned, back-illuminated RCA        Figure 1: South-Western part of NGC 3923. This picture was obtained by adding up five 7-minCCO with 320 x 512, 30J.lm pixels. The         EFOSC GGO exposures and subtracting the background of the galaxy as described in the text.resulting field was 3 ~6 x 57 with ascale      Seven shells and a faint dust lane are visible here. As the centre of the galaxy was saturated,of 0';67/pixel (seeing = 1/;9).                our procedure for removing the galaxy was perturbed in the very centre.
12                                                                                               otechnique is to increase the intensity         Shells do not appear as "plateaus" as           o       SHELLS OF NGC 3923                                                                                               orange of the images avoiding the prob-         predicted by Hernquist and Quinn                "',------------,lem of electronic saturation of long ex-       (1987 cl. But we think this is linked to theposures.                                       fact that these authors did not use an          o                                                                                               ~
    Shells around NGC 3923 are faint and       angularly limited shell for the projection      N                                                                                               o
it is difficult to distinguish them from the   onto the line of sight. We used a simplebright background of the galaxy. Ex-           3-dimensional model with a gaussian             o                                                                                               ocept for the outer shells the galaxy           radial distribution and limited angular         ~
background had to be removed for our           extent, and obtained good agreementstudy, as we did to compute the shell          with the observed profiles. The shellcolours in a previous paper (Fort et al.       thickness parameter appears to be1986). A luminosity profile of NGC 3923        roughly constant for the inner shells (g =was computed and used to construct a           0.17 kpc ± 0.11.                                                                                               omodel for the galaxy, assuming a simple           The total luminosity of the shells           o                                                                                               ogeometry of concentric ellipses. This          is about 5 % of the luminosity ofbackground was subtracted and shells           NGC 3923. In the merging scenario theappeared clearly as shown in Figure 1.         number of stars actually in the shells isFollowing Malin (1977) we also used un-        only a fraction of the total number ofsharp masking filtering which was effec-       orbiting stars. Therefore the luminosity                                                                                               otive for the inner shells.                     of the infalling companion is expected to       o                                                                                               ~

                                               represent more than 5 % of the total            M
                                                                                                ,                                               luminosity of NGC 3923.The Shells Around NGC 3923                                                  The outermost shells are much bright-     NGC 3923 seems anormal elliptical         er than the inner ones and contribute a with no unusual features apart from the       large part of the total luminosity. Shell shells. Our estimate of the central M/L       1-N is three times as bright as the sum ratio, MIL = 13. ± 2. (h = 0.75), is com-     of the 17 inner shells. Therefore it seems      o                                                                                               ':'+-----,----,-------,------1 patible with most elliptical galaxies.        that the infalling galaxy lost most of its          -$5.00   -27.50   0.00   27.50    55.00                                                                                                                            *10    The galaxy is surrounded by about 22       stars in .the first few oscillations. The shells aligned with the major axis. The       remaining core was slowed down by              Figure 2: Schematic diagram ot the shells                                                                                              around NGC 3923. This diagram was ob- dynamical range in radius is very large       dynamical friction and progressively dis-                                                                                              tained with observations trom CFHT, MT, with a distance of about 100 kpc for the      rupted but at a slower rate. Because of        and ESo. outermost shell and about 1.7 kpc for         this loss of energy caused by dynamical the innermost shell (h = 0.75). They are      friction, it sank deeper and deeper into regularly spaced in the outer parts, but      the potential weil, eventually forming         that only the equatorial plane of the po- not in the inner parts where some can         shells at less than 2 kpc from the centre.     tential is stable in a prolate potential or be associated in pairs of the same dis-       From the total luminosity of the shells        in an oblate potential. Dust lanes aligned tance. The interleaving of the outer          and the study of Dupraz et al. (1987) it       with the major axis of bi-axial galaxies shells gives strong support to Quinn's        seems that in such a scenario dynamical        are stable only in oblate galaxies. Thus if model with wrapping in phase space. In        friction alone cannot account for the          this dust lane is in a stable configura- the centre the system is as regular. This     observed distribution of the shell dis-        tion, NGC 3923 is not prolate. Such an needs to be investigated with numerical       tances and luminosities. But it is likely to   observation seems to disagree with the simulations.                                  reduce significantly the previous esti-        conclusions of Dupraz and Combes that    The shells have a roughly constant         mates of the mass of dark matter               NGC 3923 was the archetype of prolate ellipticity, E = 1. ± 0.4, and a roughly      needed to account for the shell radial         systems (Dupraz and Combes 1985, constant angular extent of about 60°.         distribution.                                  1986). Of course, we must be careful in Dupraz and Combes (1986) suggested                                                           our interpretation of these observations that the shape of the shells could be                                                        since the possibility of an unstable con-                                               The Discovery of a Dust Lane related to the equipotentials of the main                                                    figuration of the dust lane cannot be                                               Aligned with the Major Axis of the galaxy. Abrief study of the shape of                                                         excluded.                                               Galaxy current models of ellipticals shows that                                                        In triaxial systems dust lanes in stablethe shells have ellipticities of the same          On the ESO CCD images a dust lane          configurati"n can be observed aligned magnitude as the expected ellipticities       aligned with the major axis is visible in      with either the longest or the shortestfor the equipotentials. But the uncertain-     the South Western part of the galaxy,          axis. Therefore NGC 3923 could also beties are rather large and the graphs do        from about 30 arcseconds from the              a triaxial system.not show any obvious relationship. The         centre to about 80 arcseconds. The in-            Tumbling prolate systems could alsoshape of shells has still to be studied in     ner limit is probably underestimated           have a dust lane aligned with the majortheory.                                        since the galaxy background is very            axis but only at large distances from the    New shells were found in the outer         bright in the inner regions. This dust lane    centre where the orbital time is largeparts and very close to the centre of the      is rather faint and is best visible on pro-    compared to the tumbling periodgalaxy (Iess than 2 kpc). To account for       cessed images (Fig. 1). It is likely to go     (Tohline and Durisen 1982). In that casethe presence of shells very close to the       through the centre and also be present         the dust lane would only "feei" acentre a dissipative process has to be         on the North Eastern side but unfortu-         smoothed potential which is oblate for ainvoked. This argument gives support to        nately we do not have very deep expo-          prolate galaxy tumbling around its minorcurrent models with a progressive              sures for the North Eastern side.              axis. There are two objections to thislaunching of stars from an infalling              Preferred planes in different models of     hypothesis. First the outer shells wouldgalaxy wh ich is slowed by dynamical           ellipticals have been studied in detail by     also feel an oblate potential and theirfriction.                                      many authors (see for example Habe             geometry would be affected. It is shown   Profiles were computed for 19 shells.       and Ikeuchi [1985]) who have shown             by Dupraz et al. (1986) that outer shells                                                                                                                                      13are randomly distributed in angle in a          Fort, B., Carter, 0., Prieur, J.-L., Meathering-   Malin, O. F., Carter, 0., 1983, Ap. J. 274, 534.tumbling bar with aligned inner shells            ham, S.J., Vigroux, L., 1986, Ap. J. 306,        Prieur, J.-L., 1987, Ap. J submitted.since in the inner parts the orbital time is      110.                                             Quinn, P.J., 1984, Ap. J. 279, 596.smaller than the tumbling period, and           Habe, A., Ikeuchi, S., 1985, Ap. J 289, 540.       Tohline, J. E., Ourisen, R. H., 1982, Ap. J                                                Hernquist, L., Quinn, P.J., 1987a, Ap. J             257,94.the inner shells can feel a prolate poten-                                                  312, 1.                                          Wilkinson, A., Carter, 0., Malin, O. F., Prieur,tial. Secondly the dust lane is too close       Hernquist, L., Quinn, P.J., 1987b, preprint.         J.-L., Sparks, B., 1988, in preparation.to the centre of the galaxy to feel a           Malin, O. F., 1977, A.A. S. Photo-Bulletin         Williams, R.E., and Christiansen, W.A., 1985,"smoothed" potential when all the shells          16,10.                                             Ap. J, 291, 80.feel a prolate potential.
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IC 3370: a Box-Shaped Elliptical or SO Galaxy?
B. JARVIS, Observatoire de Geneve, SwitzerlandI. Introduction                                                 shaped bulges required a large amount           tical and disk galaxies. Fairly recently,   It has now been established that a            of rotation in order to support these           several galaxies classified in the litera-significant portion (~ 1 per cent, Jarvis        shapes. However, we know that most              ture as ellipticals have indeed been1986) of disk galaxies have box- or              bright elliptical galaxies (MB ~ -21.0)         found wh ich do show strong box-likepeanut-shaped bulges. However, until             rotate slowly. Hence, a possible                features. We report here some of thefairly recently, it was generally believed       dichotomy may exist if bright box- or           most interesting results of one of thesethat no elliptical galaxies existed which        peanut-shaped "elliptical"-like (i. e. no       galaxies, IC 3370.possessed these same box- or peanut-             disk) galaxies could be found which ro-            The southern galaxy IC 3370 isshaped characteristics. If such ellipti-         tate as rapidly as the current models           classified as an E2pec in the Revisedcals do exist, then they would be inter-         require. Such galaxies mayaiso provide          Shapley Ames Catalogue of Brightesting for several reasons. The May et           important formation, evolutionary and           Galaxies and an E2 in the Second Re-al. (1985) models for box- and peanut-           dynamical links between classical ellip-        ference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies.
                                                                                                                                              15                                                    shape extends over more than 3.5 mag-                     IC 3370 also shows a significant                                      .Ie .3370     nitudes of surface brightness to the faint             amount of isophotal twisting amounting                           ..                       limit of the photometry (J.tB = 25.0 mag                                                    arcsec-2). Moreover. Figure 2 strongly                                                                                                           to a total rotation of about 25 0 between                                                                                                           r = 0" and r = 70". This is quite puzzling
          ..       .   '                           ••                                                    suggests that the trend of extreme                                                    "boxiness" extends to much greater dis-                                                                                                           in the light of our current understanding                                                                                                           of the bulges of disk galaxies especially                                       .   .,       tances and hence lower luminosities                    if the "bulge" is close to edge-on as
               •                           •                                       ~.+      .   than can be seen within the CCO field.                 discussed below. Classical bulges are                                                                                                           generally believed to be nearly oblate                                                                                                           (eg. Jarvis and Freeman, 1985) in which
                                ...     o-----t   :                                                      18   0"                                                                                                           case no isophotal twisting should be                                                                                                           observed at any inclination. IsophotalFigure 1.                                                                Je 3370 Parallel   Profiles (0)                                                                                                           twisting in galaxies is most commonly                                                                                                           interpreted as due to triaxiality. The                                                      22                                                                                                           large change of PA observed in IC 3370The ESO/SERC J Survey (see Fig.1)                                                                          is more akin to what is seen in someshows JC 3370 as a moderately bright                                                                       elliptical galaxies than in the bulges ofelliptical galaxy with a "bow-tie" or                                                                      disk galaxies. We may be forced to re-"crossed-streamers" appearance not                                                                         sort to some extern al process to explainunlike the peanut-shaped bulge of                                                                          this twisting such as the merger of twoNGC 128. On the shallower ESO B sur-                                                                       or more parent galaxies which simul-vey, IC 3370 resembles anormal ellipti-                                                                    taneously formed the box shape (seecal galaxy.                                                                                                discussion below). Alternatively, we may                                                                                                           be observing the effect of a past tidal                                                                                                           interaction much like what NGC 205 is11. Photometrie Observations                                                                               undergoing today.   The Johnson B, V and R surfacephotometry of IC 3370 was obtained                                                                                                           111. Kinematie Observationswith an RCA CCO (512 x 320 pixels)                                                                            Most of the long-slit spectroscopicaligned E-W at the f/13 Cassegrain                                                                         data for IC 3370 were obtained with the                                                      42                                                   Boiler and Chivens spectrograph andfocus of the 0.9-m telescope at C.T.1.0.with an image scale of 0.495 arcsec                             o   20    40     60         80     100     CCO at the ESO 3.6-m telescope. Typi-pixel- 1 . The raw data frames were re-                                     Radius                         cal exposure times for each slit positionduced in the standard manner for CCO                Figure 3.                                              were 2 hours using a 2" slit and a spec-observations using the ESO MIOAS sys-                                                                      tral resolution of about 2.4 A. Spectra oftem. Figure 2 shows the isophotal con-                                                                     several early K-type giant stars weretour map of IC 3370 on the Johnson B                    Both the major and minor axis                      also observed to form a template formagnitude system. The V and R                       luminosity profiles in all colours are weil            measuring the galaxy velocity disper-isophotal maps are very similar. The                fitted by a de Vaucouleurs r~ law, similar             sions and rotation. The geometrie stabil-most important feature to note is the               to what is observed in "normal" ellipti-               ity was very good with a total shift ofstrong box shape of the isophotes. This             cals and the bulges of most disk galax-                less than 0.2 pixels (20 km S-1) over five                                                    ies. However, the minor axis luminosity                hours of hour angle. The reduction pro-                                                    profile shows a very steep decrease of                 cedures for long-slit spectroscopic data                                                    luminosity with radius: IB oe Z -44±0.2.               followed standard procedures and will                                                    Most ellipticals have indices closer to                not be discussed further here. The ve-                                                    that of a Hubble law (I oc        [1.                                                                                      Figure 3             locities were determined by cross-                                                    shows the perpendicular luminosity pro-                correlating the galaxy spectra with the                                                    files of IC 3370 at selected distances                 standard star spectra. The observed                                                    from the minor axis as labelIed on the                 velocities V and velocity dispersions 0                                                    plot. Apart from the 0" cut (minor axis)               along the various cuts in IC 3370 are                                                    wh ich closely follows an r ~ law as noted             shown in Figure 4. An internal consis-                                                    earlier, the remaining perpendicular pro-              tency check on the data was made from                                                    files are different and are unlike both                the points where the slit positions in-                                                    classical spheroidal bulges and normal                 tersected. These points, plotted as plus                                                    elliptical galaxies. All show a remarkably             signs gave two independent measure-                                                    constant luminosity for z< 50", espe-                  ments for the velocity and velocity dis-                                                    cially the 50", 60" and 70" cuts before                persion. An external check on the instru-                                                    sharply decreasing, strongly indicating                mental setup and reduction procedures                                                    the box-shaped nature of the isophotes.                was afforded by obtaining a short expo-                                                        The total magnitude of IC 3370,                    sure of the major axis of the bright                                                    uncorrected for galactic absorption                    galaxy NGC 4594 and comparing the                                                    is Br = 12.02 ± 0.10. Assuming a dis-                  observed rotation curve with that ob-                                                    tance of 54.1 h- 1 Mpc (h = Hol                        served by Kormendy and Illingworth                                                    50 km.s- 1.Mpc- 1) for IC 3370, the abso-              (1982). The results, shown in Figure 5,                                                    lute B magnitude is MB =-22.1. Few if                  indicate a good agreement. It is interest-                                                    any bulges are known which are sig-                    ing to note that the sharp turnover in the                                                    nificantly more luminous than IC 3370.                 rotation curve at about 5" on either side                                                    This luminosity is more typical of ellipti-            of the nucleus was not seen in the KI orFigure 2.                                           cal gaJaxies.                                          Faber et al. (1977) data.
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Figure 4.
Evidence for a stellar disk in                            Je 3370               be no coincidence. Therefore we con-                       cleus. These are also shown in Figure 4.                                                                                clude that the presence of an observ-                      Their most striking feature is the near    Figure 6 shows the inner 20" of                                             able box shape with an observable                          constancy of the velocity and dispersionIC 3370 divided by the same image spa-                                          luminous high aspect ratio disk sug-                       with z to z - re (8h- 1 kpc) for the 10" .1tially filtered with a circular Gaussian                                        gests an inclination for IC 3370 of                        cut and z - 0.6re (4.8h-1 kpc) for the 15"filter of FWHM = 4.9". We can clearly                                          i ~ 80°.                                                    .1 cut. Therefore, le 3370 is stronglysee a faint luminous stellar disk totally                                         The observed heliocentric velocity of                    cylindrically rotating to large z distancesenveloped within a much more luminous                                          IC 3370      was     measured     to     be                 above and below the plane of rotation.bulge. The disk is also convincingly re-                                       2959 ± 30 km S-1. The inner 7" of                           In fact, it is cylindrically ratating to sig-vealed by least-squares fitting ellipses                                       IC 3370 along the major axis is ratating                    nificantly greater z distances than haveto the isophotes of the inner 20" of                                           like asolid body, reaching a maximun                        been observed before in disk galaxiesIC 3370. This argues in favour of                                              velocity of about 100 km S-1. Beyond                        with box- or peanut-shaped bulges.IC 3370 being an SO pec galaxy and not                                         this point the rotation curve is quite flat.an E galaxy by classical definition. The                                       The minor axis rotation curve shows no                                                                                                                                           IV. Implications for Formationlarge aspect ratio of the disk suggests                                        significant mean rotation and indicatesthat IC 3370 is seen very nearly edge-                                         that IC 3370 is not tumbling.                                 A natural question arises as to howon. Moreover, all the Jarvis (1986) sam-                                          The kinematically most interesting                       these galaxies formed. What evidence ispie of 41 disk galaxies with box- or                                           cuts are those perpendicular to the ma-                     there to suggest that IC 3370 had apeanut-shaped bulges also had inclina-                                         jor axis and offset from the minor axis at                  mostly dissipative formation much liketions greater than about 80°. This can                                         distances of 10" and 15" fram the nu-                       disk galaxies or alternatively, a weak
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                                                                                                        • :/'      -l' ••          strongest supporting evidence for this is
                                          I                                I                                   I                   the discovery of a faint luminous stellar             -100                       -50                                o                               50                100   disko                                                           R dius (            I"CS   cs)                                             2. IC 3370 is highly cylindrically rotat-Figure 5.                                                                                                                          ing to much greater z distances than                                                                                                                                   have previously been observed in box-                                                                                                                                   or peanut-shaped bulges.dissipative history as is generally be-                                in view of the large amount of isophotal                       3. The kinematic data show thatlieved for the bright ellipticals? The                                 twisting observed. Slightly triaxial or ob-                 IC 3370 has as much rotation as ansmall colour gradient in IC 3370 argues                                late elliptical galaxies with an approxi-                   oblate isotropic model flattened by rota-against a strongly dissipational col-                                  mately axisymmetric potential cannot                        tion alone.lapse. This is also supported by the lack                              be excluded however. Thus it seems                             4. There is an unusually large amountof a significant amount of highly dissi-                               that the most likely merger possibility for                 of isophotal twisting in the bulge ofpated material in the form of a disko                                  JC 3370 proposed by Binney and Petrou                       IC 3370 amounting to a total shift ofThese and other more subtle points re-                                 is the slow collision of two massive disk                   about 25°. Merger or tidal processesquire us to look for a non-dissipative                                 galaxies which have appropriately in-                       may offer the only satisfactory explana-type model for IC 3370.                                                c1ined total angular momentum vectors.                      tion for its occurrence.   One alternative possibility may lie with                            The absence of a significant amount of                         5. The bulge of IC 3370 is very lumi-mergers as these have been shown to                                    dust in IC 3370 would tend to argue in                      nous with MB = - 22.1, making it one ofbe capable of producing the charac-                                    favour that the merging progenitors                         the most luminous bulges known.teristic box and peanut shapes (Binney                                 were SO galaxies unless the merger pro-and Petrou, 1985). Their models showed                                 cess triggered efficient star formation                     Referencesthat the slow accretion of a satellite                                 depleting nearly all of the gas. These                      Binney, J., and Petrou, M. (1985). Mon. Not.galaxy by a more massive host can lead                                 proposals have no sound physical basis                        R.Asifon. SOG. 214,449.to the box or peanut shapes with the                                   at present and can only be tested by                        Faber, S. M., Baliek, B., Gallagher, J. S., andproviso that the mass of the bulge must                                adequate n-body experiments.                                  Knapp, G. R. (1977). Astrophys. J. 214,not amount to more than a small fraction                                                                                             383.                                                                                                                                   Jarvis, B.J. (1986). Astron. J. 91,65.of the overall mass of the host system.However, for IC 3370, the ratio of the                                                                       v. Conclusions                                              Jarvis, B.J., and Freeman, K.C. (1985). As-                                                                                                                                     uophys. J. 295, 314.bulge mass to total mass is almost unity.                                The main conclusions reached in this                      Kormendy, J., and Illingworth, G. (1982), As-Also, the satellite capture hypothesis                                 study of IC 3370 are as folIows:                              trophys. J. 256, 460 (KI).cannot work weil in the case of the host                                 1. IC 3370 is an SOpec galaxy and not                     May, A., van Albada, T.S., and Norman, C.A.system being highly triaxial, a possibility                            an elliptical as previously classified. The                   (1985). Mon. Not. R. Astron. SOG. 214, 131.
Upgrading of the ESO 1.52-rn Telescope
0. ALLOIN*, Observatoire de Paris, France, and 0. HOFSTADT, ESOA Few Words of History                                                 scope, a modified twin-brother of a tele-                   1969 to March 1st 1970. The instrumen-                                                                       scope then under construction at the                        tation then available consisted of the   At the time the ESO Convention was                                  Haute-Provence Observatory. A rather                        coude spectrograph and a Cassegrainsigned, two telescopes 1 metre in size                                 large building was planned to house the                     spectrograph from Marseille Observa-were foreseen, one dedicated to photo-                                 coude spectrograph and an aluminizing                       tory, aimed at radial velocity measure-metric observations, the other to spec-                                plant for up to 2 metre diameter mirrors,                   ments. Later, an echelle spectrographtroscopic work. The latter however, was                                and was erected in 1968.                                    was installed at the coude focus, work-soon turned into a 1.52-metre tele-                                       The 1.52-metre spectroscopic tele-                       ing with an electronographic device                                                                       scope was first offered to visiting as-                     and providing a resolution down to• Chairperson of the ESO Users Committee                               tronomers for the period September 1sI                      0.015 nm. This spectrograph is present-
18Iy being modified so as to receive a CCO         1, 1986 to April 1, 1987. This inquiry        counter-weights are now along the deltadetector and be remotely controlled. A           consisted of a set of questions regard-       tube (iii) one motorized offset counter-Boiler and Chivens spectrograph was              ing (i) the telescope itself and the gener-   weight is for the hour angle axis, (iv) apurchased for the Cassegrain focus. It           al observing conditions, and (ii) more        balancing counter-weight ring has beenwas first equipped with an Image Tube,           specifically the Image Oissector Scan-        installed below the mirror cell (v) there isthen with the Image Oissector Scanner            ner because this detector recently            a new motorized rotator for the Casse-(1978) and a reticon device, and since           showed serious signs of degradation. A        grain instrumentation and, (vi) telescopeMarch 1987, works with a CCO detec-              total of 43 astronomers replied to this       blocking devices have been mounted intor. A set of gratings allows to reach           inquiry, i.e. 78 %: we thank them very        order to ensure safer and faster instru-resolutions from 0.1 to 1.35 nm for an           much for their help. From their answers       ment exchanges.entrance slit of 3 arcsec.                       the following conclusions could be              On the side of the instrumentation, a                                                 drawn:                                        new CCO detector has been attached to                                                    Regarding point (i), 65 % of the obser-    the Boiler and Chivens spectrograph.The Need for an Upgrading                                                 vers are not satisfied with the present    Firstly, an instrument twenty years old      observing conditions. The rating for                                                                                               Future Upgrading has necessarily suffered from ageing:           suggested improvements went as: 93 % some mechanical and optical parts in            are in favour of a computer-controlled            The telescope will get new servo- particular must be replaced. Secondly,          pointing, 74 % would appreciate the            motor drives at both axes. These will the technology for telescope building           access to an automatic guiding system,         allow for accurate tracking and off-set- and the observing conditions have               58 % also favour a computer-controlled        ting. A high resolution encoder with an changed rapidly: no doubt that a short          dome motion and 58 % see the need for          absolute position read-out feature will tour at the various telescopes on La Silla      observing from a side-room. Finally, an        be installed. Automatic telescope and would convince you of this fact. And            impressive proportion of observers,            dome presetting will be implemented. finally, requirements of the astronomers        90 %, would accept a close-down of the        An automatic guiding system for have changed according to technologi-           instrument during two months if this           Cassegrain observing and possibly cal progress. Remember that a pointing          could speed up the upgrading - even if         coude as weil, will be available. It is accuracy of about 2 arcmin was seen as.        this close-down disturbs temporarily            intended to develop an autonomous acceptable by the time the 1.52-metre          their scientific programmes.                    safety system for the telescope, in ordertelescope was planned, while now we                As far as point (ii) is concerned, only a   to prevent collision with the pillars and are all looking for much better perfor-         subset of the astronomers sampie an-          the platform. The telescope and in- mances ...                                      swered this part of the inquiry, those         strumentati,on cabling will be renewed    As far as possible, all instruments on       having used the detector on the Boiler        and a cabling twist system will be incor- La Silla should meet these requirements        and Chivens spectrograph (24 of them).          porated. Finally, a new control room will wh ich aim at a better efficiency and          The answers are strongly dependent on           be installed at the floor below the tele- reliability. Along this line of thinking, an   the epoch at which the lOS was used,           scope. Regarding the instrumentation, upgrading of the 1.52-metre telescope          since its impressive failures started last     the optics of the Boiler and Chivensappeared to be necessary and was initi-          Oecember 1986. Most lOS users from            spectrograph will be improved in orderated recently. In a similar way the 1            Oecember 1986 to March 1987 notice            to overcome the geometrical aberra- metre photometric telescope has bene-          stability problems, an increase of the         tions. It is also planned to reactivate thefited by a complete check-up and has            noise, the appearance of spikes and a          echelec spectrograph with a CCO de-been modernized at the same time.               spectacular loss in sensitivity. To the        tector.    It should be realized that such a task      suggestion of replacing the dying lOS by           While you are reading these lines, partis not as easy as it looks at first sight:      a CCO detector, 83 % of the users              of this future upgrading has all ready be-precisely because the technological as-         agree while 17 % raise arguments in            come past upgrading ....pects have changed so much! Moder-              favour of the lOS (real-time data display,         Thinking of the future of small ornizing a telescope from the sixties can         small size files, homogeneity of data ...)     medium size telescopes, one route isbe time consuming and expensive.                although they have no serious objection        towards modernized efficient instru-However, many interesting results are to        to the CCO.                                    ments with only a few high qualitybe expected from small to medium size              This inquiry has shown, if necessary,       equipments. One might direct the effort,telescopes if these are efficient and weil      that the astronomical community                at the 1.52-metre telescope, in havingequipped. Indeed, they can provide the          strongly supports the upgrading of the         the echelle spectrograph equipped withlarge amounts of data wh ich are re-            1.52-metre telescope and that a speed-         a CCO at the coude focus, and thequested to perform serious research on          ing up of the action would be welcome.         improved Boiler and Chivens spectro-variability projects or survey projects. To                                                    graph at the Cassegrain focus, also withbe competitive these telescopes need                                                           a CCO detector. This would lead to a                                                Which Improvements Have Beenan accurate computer-controlled point-                                                         better set-up of the instrumentation be-ing, a precise and automatic guiding                                                Implemented Already?                                                                                               cause of less frequent change-over.and must be equipped with fast and                 On the side of the telescope, up to         This whole upgrading is intended tohigh quality instrumentation.                   now the modifications have been mainly         raise the 1.52-metre telescope to the                                                of mechanical nature and are related to        same quality standard as now found on                                                the modernization of the telescope             the site.What 00 the 1.52-m TelescopeUsers Think?                                    drive.                                             A large fraction of the TRS staff at La                                                   Additional improvements have been           Silla is presently involved in this task,   In order to estimate which support to        achieved for the auxiliary functions: (i) a    particularly W. Eckert and his workshopthis upgrading could be expected from           new mirror 3 support has been im-              crew for the mechanical modifications,the users community, an inquiry was             plemented which does allow for easy            M. Maugis for the new encoder inter-sent around last April to the 55 as-            and weil aligned optical configuration         faces, J. Alonso for the servo-drives andtronomers having observed at the 1.52-          changes between Cassegrain and                 G. Andreoni for the telescope controlmetre telescope during the period April         cloude focii, (ii) four motorized sliding      software.           La Silla, June 29 th 1987
                                                                                                                                         19A New Distance Indicator for Spiral Galaxies?E. GIRAUD, ESO1.lntroduction                                  were encountered during a large frac-           have the same centre, ellipticity and                                                ti on of the observing time. Useful obser-      position angle. An example of the shift   With an observed dispersion of               vations under photometric conditions            of the isophotes is shown in Figure 2 for0.45-0.55 mag, the Tully-Fisher (T-F)           could be performed in land B or V for           NGG 4522. Non-concentric isophotesrelation between the maximum rotation           about 2~ nights. The data were acquired         were encountered in the case of veryvelocity VM , deduced from H I profiles at      with GGO # 1 in September 1986 and              dusty galaxies. This is illustrated in Fi-21 cm, and the luminosity of spiral             GGO # 3 in May 1987. Series of dome             gure 3 for the edge-on galaxy 13322 A.galaxies is a good method for determin-         flat fields were taken for every filter at      For this galaxy bright contours wereing relative distances of clusters of           the beginning of each night. Standard           forced on a symmetric profile. The ap-galaxies. However, the scatter in the           stars from the catalogue of Landolt were        parent magnitudes were measuredrelation is larger than can be accounted        observed alternately with galaxies.             within various isophotal diameters andfor by observational errors only. In par-                                                       the magnitude-line width relation wasticular the B-band T-F relation is prob-                                                        tested for each of them.                                                3. Reductionably not single-valued (i. e. an Sb with amaximum rotation velocity equal to that            The reduction of raw data was carried                                                                                                4. Resultsof an Sc is fainter in the blue than the        out with IHAP at ESO, Garching. The skySc). It is generally thought that the use       background was measured by taking                  It turned out that the reduction of theof infrared magnitudes (H band at               the mean of pixel values within disks of        spread in the Tully-Fisher relation is only1.6 j-tm) tends to reduce the scatter. But      specified centres and radii. The disks          marginal. However, the surface bright-a major disadvantage at H is the ab-            were centred to avoid stars and ex-             ness was identified as an irreduciblesence of a system of diameters (H mag-          tended galaxy light. Isophotic levels           source of scatter. More precisely it wasnitudes are measured within a standard          were deduced for each frame from the            found that the surface brightness ofaperture ratio, fixed at - 31 % of the          standard stars. Then elliptical isophotes       galaxies of similar line widths can beisophotal blue diameter at 25 mag arc-          were obtained visually by overlaying            different. At this point one possibilitysec-2 [Fig. 1)).                                ellipses of given centre, major axis, po-       would be to consider that kinematic and   In view of this, it was expected that        sition angle and ellipticity onto high con-     photometric data describe a plane givensignificant improvement would be ob-            trast images. Most often the isophotes          by L ce VMx SY where the luminosity Ltained if isophotal magnitudes could be         can be fairly weil approximated by              and the mean surface birghtness S aremeasured in a band where:                       ellipses, but in general not all of them        measured at some isophote. The pend-   (a) the sensitivity of GGO detectors isgood   (b) the corrections for galactic and in-ternal reddening are quite small   (c) the luminosity is a reliable indicatorof the mass in stars.   The red I-band was chosen as a com-promise between these constraints.One of its disadvantages is the bright-ness and the noise of the skybackground. But this is not a majorproblem because accurate sky subtrac-tion can be made on GGO frames. Aprogramme of GGO surface photometryin the I-band was started for this initialpurpose.
2. Observations   Nine nights in two runs (September1986 and May 1987) at the 1.5-m Oanishtelescope were allocated to the project.Unfortunately, poor weather conditions
 Detailed Spectra at z = 4.11    The hitherto most distant known object in the Universe is 00000-26, a 17.5-mag quasar in Sculptor with redshift 4.11. Spectra by J. Webb with the ESO 3.6 m + GASPEG (480- 660 nm, 0.06 nm resolution, > 12 hr integration time) show many absorp-            Figura 1: AB-frame of UGG 8918, an edge-on galaxy at v = 4070 km s-', obtained with the tion lines around z = 4 and an interven-       1.5-m oanish telescope at La Silla (exposure time 12 minutes, GGo # 3). Superimposed are ing galaxy at z = 3.39 (ESO PR 13/87).         the standard circular aperture at log ND (0) = - 0.5 of the infrared system and the elliptical                                                contour used in the I-band (in the case of a rotation velocity VM = 167 km S-l).
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                                                                                                 Figure 4: The luminosity-surface brightness
                                                                                                 relation.
                                                                                                 ing question would be to determine it. In
                                                                                                 fact, the synthetic rotation curves pic-                                                                                                 tured by Rubin et al. (1985) indicate that                                                                                                 the maximum rotational velocity of                                                                                                 bright galaxies is generally reached                                                                                                 within a small fraction of their diameter,                                                                                                 while for small galaxies the rotation ve-                                                                                                 locity increases more slowly along the                                                                                                 radius. From this argument, a relation                                                                                                 between luminosity, rotation velocity                                                                                                 and surface brightness would not in-                                                                                                 volve a single isophote for all galaxies.                                                                                                     To take full advantage of the surface                                                                                                 photometry the luminosity and the sur-                                                                                                 face brightness have been measured                                                                                                 within isophotes deduced from an em-Figure 2: An I-frame of NGG 4522, a galaxy in Virgo, showing a shift in the isophote contours.   pirical linear relation where brighter(1.5-m Oanish telescope, GGO # 3, exposure time 6 minutes.) The luminosity and the surface                                                                                                 isophotes are used for galaxies of pro-brightness of this galaxy were measured near the outermost elliptical contour.                                                                                                 gressively higher rotation velocity. Ap-                                                                                                 parent magnitudes and diameters were                                                                                                 corrected for galactic absorption and                                                                                                 internal reddening by using the equa-                                                                                                 tions of the RC 2 with a maximum of                                                                                                 AI = 0.28 mag for edge-on galaxies and                                                                                                 NAs = 0.35.                                                                                                     The relative distances have been de-                                                                                                 rived from the Hubble flow by assuming                                                                                                 that the motion of the Local Group in                                                                                                 the frame of the cosmic microwave                                                                                                 background is the composition of the                                                                                                 infall of the Local Group toward Virgo                                                                                                 and of the L.S.C. toward Hydra-Cen-                                                                                                 taurus.                                                                                                     The basic result of this approach is                                                                                                 illustrated in Figure 4 wh ich presents the                                                                                                 luminosity-surface brightness relation.                                                                                                     From this first test, I get a dispersion                                                                                                 of 0.18 mag in the relation luminosity ~                                                                                                 surface brightness and 0.35 mag in                                                                                                 the relation surface brightness ~                                                                                                 luminosity.                                                                                                     This result, wh ich is much better than                                                                                                 the Tully-Fisher relation, is quite impres-                                                                                                 sive because the spatial distribution and                                                                                                 the environment of the set of data are                                                                                                 very heterogeneous. (There are some                                                                                                 objects in Virgo, Pegasus I, Z 74-23 and                                                                                                                               (Gontinued on page 24)
                                                                                                 The area araund the Horsehead Nebula, re-
                                                                                                 praduced fram a 120-minute ESO SchmidtFigure 3: Image of the edge-on Scd(?) galaxy 13322A in Virgo showing astrang line of dust in     plate (1IIa-F + RG630). Gontrast contral by,ts plane.                                                                                       B. Oumoulin and J. Quebatte, ESo.         ~                                                                                                                                                                 21in the field!) In particular, if this sam pie   galaxies in order to increase the range in       a sampie of - 100 galaxies, to calibrateis representative of the real world, the        surface brightness. A more complete              the zero-point of the relation and to startcosmic scatter must be very small.              analysis of the data is now in progress.         the study of galaxy streamings atMoreover it seems possible to improve             To conclude, an accuracy level of              kinematic    distances smaller thanthe accuracy of the method by balanc-           12 -15 % in extragalactic distances              8,000-10,000 km S-1.ing the weight of the errors in each            seems to be within arm's reach by thisphotometric variable. A solution is to          new luminosity indicator. It would be            Referenceschoose brighter isophotes for massive           very important to confirm the result with        Rubin et al., 1985, Astrophys. J., 289, 81.

A New Deviee for Performing High-Speed Polarimetrie
MeasurementsK. METZ, D. KUNZE, M. ROTH, Universitäts-Sternwarte München, F. R. GermanyD. HOFSTADT, ESOIntroduction                                                varying objects like polars of DQ Her              The basic idea of the modification is    The explosion of the supernova              type.                                            then very simple: If one wishes a polari- SN 1987 A in the LMC on February 23,                                                            zation measurement for a certain phase 1987, was such an exceptional event for                                                         position X of the pulsar than one has tothe present generation of astronomers                                                Performance of the Modification                  wait for a coincidence of the pulsarthat all possible efforts are justified that       The multichannel analyzer described           phase X and the necessary half-wave could allow a deeper insight into the          by K. Metz (1984) will be replaced by the        plate position angles (a), (b), (c), (d), somewhat spectacular results obtained          ESO Time Series System (TSS) that                each module 90°. The times of thefor the supernova. It is not our purpose        allows data to be collected in four              coincidences are indicated by the clockto review here the descussions that             channels each msec and to write them             pulses of the TSS and the 32 pulseswere triggered by the observation of two        in a special way onto a magnetic tape.           generated in the polarimeter in order to different neutrino showers that raised         For synchronizing the channels, the sys-         indicate the instantaneous position an- the question as to whether the precursor       tem additionally provides a 1 kilohertz          gle of the rotating half-wave plate. of SN 1987 A is now a black hole or a          signal from a CERME clock display unit neutron"star. If we assume the latter, it      that is connected with the ESO Univer-                                                                                                 Time Resolution should be possible to carry out linear as      sal Time to read out the UT. In describ- weil as circular polarization measure-         ing the principle of the proposed modifi-           The time resolution of the proposed ments synchronous with the perhaps             cation of PISCO, all details of the phase        modification cannot be described in a fast rotating central star, as soon as the     plates and the polarizing prism that             general way since it depends not only pulsar becomes visible. With respect to        were described by K. Metz (1984, 1986)           on the fixed rotation frequency of 6 Hz the distance modulus of SN 1987 A,             shall be omitted for tl1e moment. Then           of the modulating half-wave plate but which is of the order of 18~ 5, it is evi-     the count-rates of the photomultipliers          also on the period of the pulsar in ques- dent that we cannot directly observe in        are proportional:                                tion. Since the rotation of the half-wave the visible domain the polarization of a                                                        plate cannot be adjusted to a fractional                                                I +/- (Q x cos(40(t)) central object in the supernova. How-                                                    (1 )   number of the pulsar period two entire ever, it will perhaps be possible to mea-                                                + U x sin (40(t))                                                                                                 compromises have to be met: sure the interaction of a strong and           I, Q, U are the Stokes parameters to be             (1) For the selected pulsar phase X a quickly varying magnetic field with the        measured (if the quarterwave instead of          certain deviation has to be tolerated shell surrounding the pulsar. To derive a      the half-wave plate of the compensator           (however, the deviation should not far correlation between polarization and           is used, Q, U describe the circular              exceed 10 % of the pulsar period). magnetic field, it must be possible to         polarization of the signal), +/- stands for         (2) The positions (a), (b), (c), (d) of the measure the polarization synchronously         the two multiplier channels 1 and 2 re-          axis of the rotating phase plate can be with the rotation of the neutron star. This    spectively, o(t) is the instantaneous po-        selected only with an accuracy of can be implemented in a simple way             sition angle of the optical axis of the          11? 25, corresponding to the distance also in the relatively slow ESO polarime-      continuously rotating phase plate.               of two subsequent clock pulses gener-ter PISCO. The intended modification               Since the two channels of the                 ated in the polarimeter during one rota-has to be carried out in such a way that        polarimeter can work independently,              tion of the modulating phase plate. If Pabsolutely no interferences with the            only one channel (with sign +) will be           is the period of the pulsar, d = 5.21usual functions of the instrument can           considered for the following:occur (Stahl et al., 1986). Therefore theproposed changes mainly have to be              for o(t)   =shifted onto the software facilities of the                     0°.0   the multi-  1+ Q   (a)instrument. Since it requires much work                        22°.5                                                               45°.0                                                                       plier count 1+ U                                                                       rate is     I-Q                                                                                          (b)                                                                                          (c)                                                                                                   La Silla Slide Setto prepare the requisite programmes at                                                               67°.5   proportionall-U    (d)        ESO announces a new Slide Set, witha computer we have to start our modifi-                                                                                                  pictures of La Silla and the telescopescations immediately and therefore at a          Since one rotation of the modulating                                                                                                  there. The set, which comprises 20 slides,time we are by no means certain about           half-wave plate yields four identical             may be obtained at a cost of DM 3.- fromthe usefulness of our efforts. However,         measurements of the polarization, the             the ESO Information Service (addressonce created, the intended modification         Stokes parameters measured for a cer-             on last page).can also be used for measuring fast             tain angle o(t) repeat modulo 90°.
24 msec the time that is needed for the phase plate to move through an angle of             ESO Press Releases 11? 25 and T90 = 8 x d = 41.68 msec the               The following Press Releases have been published since July 15, 1987, the date when time for the phase plate to run through            Messenger 48 went to press. 90° we have:                                         PR 11/87: Astronomers and Physicists Meet at ESO at the First Full-Scale International                                                    Conference on Supernova 1987 A (8 July). ö(t) = 11 ? 25 x n x P/d                   (2)       PR 12/87: Discovery of a 8inary Quasar (13 July), with one 8/W photo. where ö(t) repeats modulo 90° andn = 1, 2, ... is the number of rotations          detector on a rocket launched from                late June. However, the uncertainty of theof the pulsar.                                    Woomera in Australia was unable to regis-        Brasilian measurements may be larger                    =   Therefore, if P 2 x d/k, k = 1, 2, ...         ter any signal in the 0.1-2 keV region,          than first thought.(extremely fast rotation of the pulsar), or       thereby setting an upper limit at 1/6000 of          Observations of SN 1987 Aare thereforeif P ~ 8 x d (extremely slow rotation of          the X-ray strength of the Crab Nebula.           still limited to the UV, visible and infraredthe pulsar or observation of apolar like          However, theoreticians expect that a sig-        spectral regions. At ESO, pictures in thestar) one single polarization measure-            nal should be detectable during the com-         light of doubly ionized oxygen were ob-                                                  ing months, as the shell of ejected material     tained (see page 34 in this Messengerment would need 6 x 5.21 = 31.26                                                  becomes less dense and when the mate-            issue) and the other types of observationsmsec. Presumably it can be expected                                                  rial collides with the surrounding interstel-    continue. The "mystery spot" reportedthat P is of the order of the time                                                  lar medium.                                      earlier apparently was of transitory naturenecessary for one rotation of the phase-                                                     Radio astronomers in Australia have           and is no longer seen. It may have been aplate. One polarization measurement               failed to confirm the observations of radio      light echo in a nearby cloud.would then last for a time of 4 x P.              emission at 22 GHz, reported from Brazil in                   The editor (September 8, 1987)Naturally the compromises describedabove are fully valid in that case andtherefore a fast computer with a suffi-cient great memory is required.
ReferenceMetz, K.: 1984, Astron. Astrophys. 136, 175.Metz, K.: 1986, Astron. Astrophys. 159, 333.Stahl,0., 8uzzoni, 8., Kraus, G., Schwarz,  H.,  Metz, K., Roth, M.: 1986, The   Messenger 46, 23.
SN 1987 A (Continued)    The ESO Workshop on SN 1987 A took  place on July 6-8, 1987 in Garching with  almost 200 participating scientists. It was the first, full scale international meeting on this exciting object and it was followed with great interest, not only by the particip- ants, but also by the media wh ich reported extensively about the results. The summary talk by S. van den Bergh is re- printed in this issue of the Messenger on page 32.    Since the ESO meeting, SN 1987 A has continued to behave differently from most other supernovae. From magnitude 4.5 in early July, it has decreased to about mag- nitude 5.0 in early September; this is un- usually slow. In fact, it almost looks as if the brightness has become nearly con- stant since mid-August.    Attempts to detect X-ray and gamma radiation have so far been unsuccessful. It was announced on July 14 that no signifi-cant gamma-ray emission from SN 1987 Ahad been observed with the gamma spec-trometer on-board the Solar MaximumMission satellite (SMM) and neither theJapanese Ginga satellite nor the Quantinstrument on the Soviet Mir station hasdetected any X-ray emission. Dramatic             Sun Rings over La Sillaconfirmation of the extreme weakness of           Sun rings were seen from La Silla during several days in late February 1987. This photo, whichshort-wave radiation of SN 1987 A came            was obtained by Claus Madsen with a 35 mm camera (f = 28 mm), shows two sun rings withfrom a rocket experiment by the Max-              radii around 23 and 45 degrees. This atmospheric phenomenon is caused by refraction ofPlanck-Institut für Extraterrestrische Phy-       sunlight in ice crystals, probably of hexagonal form. It is described in the famous book bysik on 24 August. On this date, an X-ray          M. Minnaert on "The nature of light and colour in the open air" (Dover, 1954).
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Phase Dependent Polarization Variations of Southern
Galactic WR + 0 SystemsA. F. J. MOFFA T, Universite de Montrea/, Canadaw. SEGGEW/SS, Universitätssternwarte Bann, F. R. GermanyScientific Rational                                                vidual photons are completely uncorre-           copic radial velocity orbits, which yield   Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are the likely         lated.                                           M sin 3 j only, i. e. one getsdescendents of the most massive stars              Typically in a binary, the degree of                                              3                                                                                                   M   =   (M sin 3 i)spectrosc.!(sin i)polanm.before they explode as supernovae.              polarization varies mainly in a doubleTheir distinguishing features are their         wave per orbit as the cloud of fleeing               The mass is clearly the most funda-extremely intense, broad emission lines         electrons around the WR star scatters             mental parameter of astar. Unless theof high ionization level. These lines arise     and polarizes the light from the O-type           systems eclipses, it appears that thein hot, fast, dense winds, wh ich are rich      companion. Note that the wind of the 0-           variation of polarization is the most reli-in the products of centrally burned Hy-         type star is normally at least a factor ten       able way to obtain i and hence M.drogen and Helium.                              weaker than the WR wind and can                      From the amplitude, A, of the phase-   Three ionization sequences are en-           essentially be neglected. The reason for          dependent polarization variations, onecountered. From hot to "cool", these            the double wave is simple: scattering             can also obtain a reliable estimate of theare: WN2 ... WN9, in which the pro-             electrons around the WR star when it is           mass loss rate M of the WR star. It canducts of CNO-cycle H-burning appear in          on one side of the O-star will produce            be shown that A depends mainly on thethe winds; WC4 ... WC9, in which the            the same polarization as when the the             total number of scatterers located in theproducts of He-burning appear; and              WR star is located on the diametrically           WR wind out to near the orbit of the 0-W01 ... W04, a rarely observed stage            opposite side (cf. Fig. 1 b).                     type star. Assuming total ionization ofof He-burning, in wh ich Oxygen be-                It can be easily shown that the man-           the dominating element, Helium, in thecomes enhanced. Although several un-            ner in which the polarization varies de-          WR wind, as weil as a simple wind law,solved, fundamental problems relating           pends, among other parameters, on the             one can use A to derive M (cf. St-Louis to WR stars remain, the relatively simple      inclination of the orbital plane in the sky,      et al. 1987 b). The mass loss rate is alsotask of determining the absolute mas-           i (cf. Brown, McLean and Emslie 1978).            a very important parameter for WR ses (as weil as the mass loss rates) is        For orbits seen edge-on (i = 90°), the            stars, wh ich are able to expose moretractable now, thanks to the advent and         intrinsic polarization angle remains con-         and more exotic products of nuclearperfection of precision polarimeters.           stant with orbital phase, while the am-         . burning, the higher M iso This gives us a    Polarization arises in WR stars via the     plitude varies from a maximum at quad-            good view of the processes that takebasically simple process of scattering of       rature, when scattering tends to occur            place deep inside the stellar interior.photons off free electrons, wh ich              at right angles, to zero at conjun.ction,abound in the hot, highly ionized winds         when forward or back scattering occurs.                                                                                                 Use of the Instrumentof these stars. However, in the case of a       For the other extreme, i = 0°, the polari-single WR star with a homogeneous,              zation angle oscillates through 360° per            In order to increase our sampie of spherically symmetric wind, the polari-        orbit, while the amplitude remains con-          objects, we decided to request the usezation due to electrons on any one side         stant. In general, one will, of course, find     of the ESO polarimeter at the 2.2-mis expected to cancel with the polariza-        intermediate values of i. Once the value         Max-Planck telescope. The instrumenttion of similar electrons located at right      of i is known, one can then calculate the        is fondly known as PISCO - "Polariza-angles to this. The net polarization is         true stellar masses from the spectros-           tion with Instrumental and Sky Compen-therefore zero (cf. Fig. 1a).    In the case of a binary star (or someother asymmetry, either in the light             (0)                                            (b)source or electron distribution), full can-cellation does not occur and we expectto see some level of net non-zero linearpolarization, which varies systematicallywith orbital phase (cf. Fig. 1 b). This has                                                             "" -+                                                              "'" WR                                                                            "Wind
                                                        +~+indeed been seen in several brightWR + 0 binary systems:   V444 Cygni (Rudy and Kemp 1978;Robert et al. 1987);   CO Cep (Orissen et al. 1986);   l Vel, HO 97152 and HO 152270 (St-                                          .                                                             ,X+~Louis et al. 1987 a; Luna 1982, 1985).   The full amplitudes of the phase-de-pendent variations in the degree ofpolarization range from about 0.2 to            Figure 1: Eleetrie veetors of polarization seen0.8 %. The remaining 99.2 to 99.8 % of          (a) simultaneously in a spherieally symmetrie wind andthe light is unpolarized, i. e. the vibration   (b) in sueeession in a WR + 0 binary system.direction of the electric vectors of indi-      Note that in reality both stars in (b) will orbit about a eommon eentre of mass.
26 sation". For a more detailed description of PISCO, we refer to last December's Messenger (Stahl et al. 1986).                                      (a)    We used PISCO during six nights in early May 1987 to observe a half dozen                  2.3 southern Galactic WR + 0 systems be- low the 9 th magnitude limit of a previous more general polarization variability sur- vey of southern WR stars (cf. St-Louis et              2.1 al. 1987 a and Drissen et al. 1987). For the latter work, it was much easier to obtain a much longer run on a smaller                                                         1.9 telescope! Later, we hope to be able to study WR + 0 binaries in the Magellanic Clouds in order to test the effect of                                                   0CDEG) lower metaliicity on the mass loss rates.    Since electron scattering is wave-                 130 length independent, we decided to save an enormous amount of time by monitoring for polarization variation in one bandpass only. We chose the visual                 120 broad band in order to reduce the effects of moonlight and wavelength- dependent      atmospheric         extinction, compared to, say, the broad blue band.                 110 We used PISCO in its full sky and instru- mental compensation mode for observ- ing linear polarization, i..e. with a rotating half-wave plate as variable retarder and                      0.0    0.2        0.4        0.6        0.8       1.0                  1.4 a Foster prism as analyzer. A double                                                                                                                                 PHASE diaphragm with 10 arcsecond holes allowed us to keep the bright moonlit sky to a tolerable level, while capturing most of the starlight.    As usual, we had to calibrate the effi- ciency of measuring the polarization.                 -1. 30 From observations of bright non-                                         (b) polarized stars through a 99.99 % polarizer, as weil as from direct observa-tions of standard stars, we found an efficiency factor of 90.4 % ± 0.4 %. While quite good, we wonder if this                  -1.45 could not be improved to the upper 90 %!    From observation of various non-polarized stars, we found and eliminateda residual telescope polarization of Ptel "" 0.056 % in a direction 8tel         =   99 0      -1.60(angles here are expressed in the con-ventional way from celestial norththrough east). The zero-point of thepolarization angle was established onthe basis of polarized standard stars.The zero-point tended to drift in onesense by about 10 each night at the                   ....1.75beginning of the run, but remained con-stant later.    Since the expected amplitudes of or-bital polarization modulation are small« 1 %), it is necessary to obtain highprecision for each data point. From pre-vious experience, a scatter of apo I :s                     -1.65             -1.50               -1.35           -1.20              -1.050.02 % per observation is necessary. To                                                                                     Q("!o)reach this level, one must collect about                                                   Figure 2: (a) Linear polarization P and equatorial position angle 0 versus phase 8 of the25 million photons. This is based on               speetroseopie orbit for the WN4 + 04-6 binary HO 90657 (period 8.255 days, WR star in frontPoisson statistics; the real errors are            at JO = 2443923.7). The eurve is a foreed double-wave sinusoidal fit made to the Stokesalways somewhat larger due usually to              parameters 0(8) and U(8). Note that 0 = P eos 28 and U = P sin 28.hidden systematic effects. Exposure                (b) The O-U loeus from the double-wave fit for HO 90657. The eurve results in the orbitaltimes of 30 minutes were necessary to              inelination i = 56? 5 ± 6? 3 and the position angle of the line of nodes Q = 5? 4 ± 16? 3.
                                                                                                                                            27                                                                                                    reach this precision at V = 11 mag. The         4.5                                                                                        brightest star observable without adding                                                                                                    a neutral density filter had V - 7.8 mag,    P('I,)                                                                                                    yielding a mean count rate of - 300,000         4.3                                                                                        counts per second in one of the                                                                                                    channels; the other channel counted                                                                                                    photons at only slightly more then half                                                                                                    this rate.         4.1                                                                                           Luckily, about 80 % of the six nights                                                                                                    were clear. The data were completely                                                                                                    reduced at La Silla before departure. (It                                                                                                    appears that AFJM now owes Hugo         3.9                                                                                        Schwarz a bottle of Champagne be-                                                                                                    cause of this.) This required some ex-                                                                                                    treme effort to modify and debug the         80                                                                                                    reduction programme; we are very8   (DEa)                                                                                                    grateful to the ESO mountain staff for                                                                                                    this, as weil as for their help at the         70                                                                                         telescope.                                                                                                       For the most part, PISCO works very                                                                                                    weil. The only major problem remaining                                                                                                    in our view is the inadequacy of the on-         60                                                                                         line reduction during the night. This                                                                                                    allowed us to get barely a rough feeling                                                                                                    for the real quality of the data as they         50                                                                                         were being obtained. If not al ready                                                                                                    done, the efficiency of using PISCO                                                                                                    could be considerably enhanced if one               0.0    0.2       0.4        0.6        0.8        1.0            1.2           1.4   could walk away from the telescope                                                                                                    each morning with definitive (or nearly                                                                                      PHASE                                                                                                    so) data!
                                                                                                    Some Results                                                                                                       We wish to terminate this brief expose                                                                                                    by illustrating the results for some of the      3.05                                                                                                    six WR + 0 binaries and one test 0 + 0                      (b)                                                                           binary that were observed. The WR + 0                                                                                                    systems ranged in brightness from                                                                                                    V = 9 to 11 mag. An additional WR + 0                                                                                                    system at V = 11.2 mag turned out to be                                                                                                    unmeasurable due to the proximity of      2.90                                                                                                    the full moon (:$ 30°). This sampie of                                                                                                    stars is complete as far as southern                                                                                                    WR + 0 binaries of V :$ 11 mag are con-                                                                                                    cerned, although a six-night run is only a                                                                                                    start especially for the systems with                                                                                                    longer periods (P ~ 10 days).      2.75                                                                                                       In Figures 2 and 3 we show plots of                                                                                                    P and 8 versus spectroscopic orbital                                                                                                    phase. and the Stokes parameters                                                                                                    Q = P cos 28 versus U = P sin 28 for two                                                                                                    WR + 0 systems:                                                                                                       (1) HO 90657, WN4 + 04-6, P =      2.60                                                                                                    8.255 d (Niemela and Moffat 1982), and                                                                                                       (2) HOE311884,               WN6+05,                                                                                                    P = 6.239 d (Niemela 1987; Niemela,                                                                                                    Conti and Massey 1980).                                                                                                       Note the double wave per orbit. The                                                                                                    observed modulation in 8 is consider-             - 3.55         -3.40           -3.25             -3.10                   -2.95         ably reduced due to the dilution from a                                                                                                    moderately strong but constant compo-                                                                       Q("!o)                       nent of interstellar polarization. From                                                                                                    the shape of the Q-U figures tracedFigure 3: (a) P and f) versus orbital phase for the WN6 + 05 binary HDE 311884 (period 6.239days, WR star in front at JD = 2443918.4). The eurve is a foreed double-wave sinusoidal fit to Q                                                                                                    out during the orbit we deduceand U (eompare Fig. 2 a).                                                                           i = 56? 5 ± 6? 3 and thus M WR = 9 Mev /(b) The Q-U loeus from the double-wave fit for HDE 311884. The results are i = 76? 9 ± 1? 7         sin 3 i = 16 M~ for the first system andand Q = -32? 8 ± 4? O. Note how the more elongated shape here eompared to the eurve of              i = 76? 9 ± 1 . 7 and hence MWR =Fig. 2b leads to a higher orbital inelination.                                                      40 Mev /sin 3i = 43 Mev far the second
28                           I         I            I               I        I          I               I       _    factor ~ 10 less than the mass loss      2.4 -                                                                                                        rates of WR stars. Our polarization data                                                                                                                   here confirm this. Hence, the mass of                                                                                                                   the 03 V star must remain as a lower                                                                                                          -        limit on the basis of the spectroscopic
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HR 4049: an Old Low-Mass Star Disguised as a Young
Massive Supergiantc. WAELKENS, Astronomisch Instituut, Leuven, BelgiumH. LAMERS and R. WA TERS, Space Research Laboratory, Utrecht, the NetherlandsPreface                                                      started in a bizarre way. Two of the                        lecturing on mass loss in massive stars.  Scientific collaborations can be trig-              authors (HL and CW) first met during a                      During a conversation it turned out thatgered by fortuitous circumstances. The                third-cycle course in Han-sur-Lesse in                      we were both puzzled by results we hadcommon project we report on here                      the south of Belgium, where HL was                          obtained on a southern late-B super-
                                                                                                                                                              29                                                          spectral type, it is severely underlumi-                  (3) A circumstellar dust component                                                          nous in the ultraviolet, and it presents an            which manifests itself through emission                                                          impressive excess in the infrared. It                  in the infrared. The excess flux can be            o                                                          partly was the detection of this excess                represented accurately by a black-body E C-                                                          with the IRAS experiment that started                  spectrum with a temperature of 1250 K. O c         -1                                             interest in this star. Accordingly, UBV                From the flux at maximum of the excessl.l.-~                                                          and near-IR observations were obtained                 it is found that the effective area of the........                                                  at ESO, by Mario Perez. UV data were                   IR source is 800 times as large as theu:-          -2                                             also available, as the star had been                   stellar disko A black-body is not the only  01                   HR 4049  o                                                       measured by both the S2/68 space ex-                   possible model for the excess IR flux,-l                 Teff 10000.                                                          periment and the ANS Orbiting UI-                      but the order of magnitude of the tem-           -3      La 9 9 1. 50                                                          traviolet Telescope.                                   perature and size given here is realistic.                                                             The observed energy distribution of                  -0.5            0.5   1.0   1.5         HR 4049 is plotted in Figure 1. The star                                                                                                                 The Spectrum                 Log wave 1 (mu)                          is located at intermediate galactic    Figure 1: Observed energy distribution of             latitude, so that interstellar reddening is               The energy distribution of our star in    HR 4049 and model fit as described in the             small. Various determinations led to a                 the visual may be not markedly peculiar,    text.                                                 most likely value for the reddening                    but the spectrum surely iso The main                                                          E (B-V) of 0.10 mag. This value is                     criterion for classifying HR 4049 as B9.5                                                          somewhat uncertain because of the col-                 Ib-II was the appearance of the Balmer    giant. HL was involved in a study of the              our variability (see below). However, the              lines. However, H. Abt (see Morgan,    most unusual UV deficit and IR excess                 uncertainty does not affect the main                   1984) found that the other spectral fea-    of the object HR 4049 while CW had                    conclusion, which is that the energy dis-              tures do not fit the MK classification:    been monitoring for several years the                 tribution of HR 4049 is characterized by               while the narrow Balmer lines suggest    large-amplitude and long-time-scale                   three components:                                      an AOI-type, the Ca II lines are very    photometrie variability of HO 89353.                     (1) A model atmosphere flux with low                weak for this type, the He Iline at 4021 A    Knowing that there are approximately                  gravity and a temperature of about                     is absent, as are the expected lines of    9,000 stars in the Bright Star catalogue              104 K (the continuous line on the figure).             Fell and Mgil.    and 225,000 in the HO catalogue, and                  The visual energy distribution thus                       We have obtained several coude    realizing that                                        agrees weil with the spectral type, so                 spectra of HR 4049 at ESO, using the                                                          that it is not so surprising that the pecu-            1.52-m and 1.4-m CAT telescopes. A                4049/9120    = 89353/225000         (1)                                                          liarity of the object was not noted earlier.           12 Älmm spectrum in the range    we considered it probable that we were                   (2) A circumstellar absorption compo-               3622-3900 A is shown in Figure 2. The    actually discussing the same object, but              nent, which is very pronounced in the                  spectrum is remarkably regular and    we had no Bright Star Catalogue at our                UV and wh ich causes additional red-                   shows nothing but the Balmer lines from    disposal to check this conjecture. So,                dening of B-V by about 0.15 mag.                       H 9 to the Balmer limit. In fact, we had    CW decided to drive back to his home                  Shortwards of 5000 A the absorption                    problems to convince some colleagues    institute in Leuven the same evening                  scales as 1/1... The energy deficit with               that we were showing them a stellar    and could verify that the conjecture was              respect to the model atmosphere                        spectrum and not a hydrogen spectrum    true. That exciting moment was the be-                amounts to 5 mag at 1550 A. Of course,                 made in the laboratory! The last line of    ginning of a collaboration on HR 4049                 adopting a lower temperature would                     the series that can be identified is H30.    and possibly similar stars, in wh ich sev-            lessen the deficiency. It is not possible,             Such a large number of Balmer lines is    eral colleagues have joined now. Even-                however, to account for the whole UV                   typical for low-density atmospheres and    tually, we must confess that, two years               spectrum of HR 4049 by merely chang-                   is the main reason for the classification    later, equation (1) stillied to about the             ing the effective temperature of the                   of HR 4049 as a supergiant.    only confirmed prediction we could                    model. The 1/1.. absorption law indicates                 Oescribing the other characteristics of    make concerning our star: indeed, the                 that the size of the absorbers is sm aller             the visual spectrum is easy: it is essen-    star has yielded continuous surprises.                than about 500 A.                                      tially cataloguing lines that are absent.    But we always have our Bright Star    Catalogue with us when we travel l                                                                       #0021    HR 4049-1 HJ                                                          r.o,::..:=--.:.:::..-:::..:::....:....:.:-=----------;::;=----;;=-O;~_;;',.,.--~_;;'~----,    Energy Distribution of HR 4049                        ...                                                          C\I                                                          r.o       The fifth-magnitude star HR 4049 has    been classified as B9.5 Ib-II. One may    wonder how the peculiarity of such a    bright object was noticed only now, af-    ter about one century of monitoring of    the southern sky. The answer is that the    exotic nature of some objects only be-    comes apparent from observations in    space, at wavelengths outside the visual    range. HR 4049 is in that respect a typi-    cal case. Although we shall see below    that the visual behaviour is by no means    normal, it is at shorter and Ionger                                                          ...'"llJ   L-                         ---,-      --,                      ..,.--               -'
    wavelengths that HR 4049 most mar-                               3622.689                  3691. 089   3759.489               3827.889          3896.289    kedly revealed its peculiar nature. With              Figure 2: A blue spectrum of HR 4049 taken with the ESO 1.52 coude. The ordinate is    respect to normal stars with the same                 expressed in arbitrary units.
 30 None of the stronger helium lines are          velope mass decreases and so the sur-         dust temperature of 1,250 K is fairly high seen, even at the high resolution of the      face temperature increases. The star          and seems to contradict the hypothesis CES. On our 12 Älmm spectra there is          thus evolves leftwards in the HR dia-         that this dust was ejected on the AGB. If no trace of lines of Mgll, Fell, or Crll,     gram, at a luminosity of 103 to 104 solar.    the dust was ejected on the AGB, it lines that tend to be prominent in early-A    Once the temperature exceeds about            would have reached a distance of the supergiants. Some weak features are           25,000 K, the outcoming photons are           order of 1 pe, and have a temperature present, however. The Ca II Hand K            energetic enough to ionize the ejecta         Glose to 30 K. lines and NaD lines show a weak stellar       that now form an ionized shell far from           The first problem is probably relatedcomponent, besides several interstellar        the star. This shell, having been invisible   to the low mass of the star. The durationones. The most prominent lines besides         at visual wavelengths so far, now shines      of the transition from the AGB to the leftthe Balmer lines belong to neutral car-        through emission lines: a planetary           of the HR diagram is a strongly decreas-bon. These lines, which arise from meta-       nebula is born.                               ing function of mass. So the dust wh ichstable levels with rather high excitation          How then does HR 4049 fit into this       was ejected during the AGB phase maypotential, imply a very strong over-           picture? The very low metaliicity indi-       now be at such a large distance that itabundance of carbon. The only other            cates that the star is an old object of       hardly affects the visual luminosity. Inlines we have identified are two weak          initial mass less than a solar mass. The      fact, we are not at all sure that our starlines of 01.                                   high carbon abundance is probably due         eventually will manage to become a    The difference between HR 4049 and         to dredge-up processes as a result of         planetary nebula. When the lowest-normal early supergiants is still more         thermonuclear flashes in the He-burning       mass stars finally reach the 25,000 Kprominent in the UV. An IUE low-resolu-        shell when the star was still on the AGB.     temperature necessary for ionizing theirtion spectrum was kindly obtained for us       The temperature of 104 K indicates that       circumstellar component, this compo-by Dr. A. Cassatella from Vilspa in Ma-        the star has left the AGB and evolves to      nent is al ready too far away and toodrid. Many spectral features are seen,         higher effective temperatures. In fact,       dispersed to be seen as a planetarybut nothing in common with spectra of          we can locate the position of HR 4049         nebula. Interestingly, some excess fluxtypical late-B or early-A-supergiants.         on the calculated evolutionary tracks for     at 100 micron was detected by IRAS:Had we not seen the visual spectrum,           post-AGB stars by Schönberner (1981)          there is evidence that an additional coolwhere line identification is not so            and thus derive its mass. From a study        dust component which no longer be-difficult, first, we would never have been     of the wings of the Balmer lines we           haves as a point source is present.able to interpret the IUE spectrum. But        found that the surface gravity of the star    Probably, this component is the dustnow it appears that almost alliines in the     is 100 cm/s 2 . Since the post-AGB stars      shell ejected on the AGB.UV spectrum can be identified with CI or       have a unique relation between gravity            As for the second problem, the highC 11. So both the UV and the visual spec-      and temperature on the one hand, and          temperature indicates that the dusttrum indicate that HR 4049 is a very           between mass and luminosity on the            which emits the bulk of the IR radiationmetal-deficient star with a high C-            other hand, we can derive a mass of           is still relatively close to the star. Maybeabundance.                                     0.544 Mev from T and g, and a luminosi-       it is presently formed by mass loss from                                              ty of 1.3 103 L.e from this mass. The          the star. But what can be the physical                                              luminosity and the apparent visual mag-        cause of this mass loss?HR 4049 as a Post-AGB Star                                              nitude indicate a distance of 400 pe. So,    Anticipating other observational re-      despite its original classification as a                                                                                             Will Variability Provide the Key? sults, we may already make a guess on        massive early-type supergiant, the star the nature of our star. Unlike normal        consistently turns out to be an old low-          So far we did not focus on the other supergiants, it is certainly not a massive   mass star!                                     way our interest arose in HR 4049: the star. Massive stars are young and there-         Although we are confident that the         variability. The photometrie variability fore metal-rich. Moreover, they tend to      post-AGB scenario applies for our star,        was detected in the Bright Star survey be confined to the galactic plane, near      several problems remain. First, it turns       that was carried out in the Geneva sys- the place where they were born, while        out that HR 4049 is abnormally bright in       tem with the Swiss telescope at La Silla. HR 4049 is located at a galactic latitude    the visual, compared with other post-          Thanks to the generous awarding of of 26°. The only known possibility for a     AGB stars. Usually the post-AGB stars          telescope time for this long project by low-mass star to appear with T = 104 K       are embedded in a thick dust cloud             Professor Rufener, the star has been and a low gravity is the rapid transition    ejected on the AGB, and the ratio of           monitored with Swiss precision continu- in the upper part of the HR-diagram that     visible to infrared luminosity is very         ously since late 1982. The visual-mag- a star undergoes when it has terminated      smalI. In contrast, HR 4049 suffers only       nitude data are shown in Figure 3. its evolution as a red giant.                little extinction in the visual. Second, the   HR 4049 stands out among variable    At the end of its evolution as a red giant - on the so-called asymptotic          m, giant branch or AGB - a star less mas-       520

sive than five solar masses has a degen-
erated CO core and is burning helium          530                                                                            '.:   ;.and hydrogen in shells around the core.In its cool and tiny outer layers             51,0           ..                                         .......moleeules and dust are formed. Be-cause of instabilities in the envelope        550                                                        .'
these outer layers are gradually expelled                                                                                  .'.
from the star and eventually decouple         560from it. As long as the energy produc-tion by Hand He burning shells is not                                              570influenced by what is going on in theouter layers, the star evolves at constant     1,5250             1,5500     1,5750          1,6000               1,6250           1,6500luminosity. But it shrinks as the en-         Figure 3: Light variations of HR 4049 during 1982-1986.                            Jullan Oay                                                                                                                                              31early supergiants by its large amplitude       so, how this phase does eontribute to          A Quest for Similar Objects(up to 0.65 mag in U, 0.50 mag in B, and       the planetary nebula.0.35 mag in V) and its very long time                                                            When an astronomer has eneoun-seale (440 days). Sinee 1985 the star                                                         tered astrange objeet, he studies it, butwas also observed repeatedly in the in-        More about the Dust of HR 4049                 also searehes for other similar ones. Iffrared by ESO staff astronomer Thibaut                                                        he is lueky enough and sueeeeds inLe Bertre. The variability is seen until 3.4      Unraveling     the     peeuliarities  of    finding a seeond one, he defines a class.mieron, where it amounts to 0.03 mag.          HR 4049 will need more observational           Very soon, he has a elass and someLight eurves are in phase over the whole       efforts. These efforts may be rewarding        exeeptions. That was also our experi-speetral range observed. The amplitude         in a broader seope than originally aimed       enee. We think that it is probable thatroughly follows a 1/A law.                     at. As an example, it turns out that           HR 4049 is related to some other super-   It seems established that the variabili-    HR 4049 is a very interesting laboratory       giants with infrared exeesses. Most ofty is due to intrinsie variations of the       for the study of the interstellar medium.      these stars are variable, many of themunderlying star, but what is going on is       In general, interstellar dust eontains var-    are high-Iatitude objeets, some of themnot elear at all. The period is mUGh too       ious eomponents whieh are not easily           are metal-defieient. One of the most in-long for radial pulsation, and eolour vari-    deeonvolved. On the other hand, the            teresting stars in our sampie may be theations are very large for nonradial pulsa-     eomposition of HR 4049 is so peeuliar,         high-Iatitude (b = 56°) faint (mv = 8.8)tion. Ouring the brightening of the star in    that its dust may be expeeted to be            early-A supergiant HO 213985 (Wael-early 1987 aseries of high-resolution          peeuliar as weil. Indeed, although the         kens et al., 1987). This star has an ener-observations of the Ha-profile was ob-         UV defieieney of the objeet is extremely       gy distribution not unlike that oftained. There is a eorrelation between         severe, there is no traee of the 2200 A        HR 4049 and shows similar photometriethe photometrie and speetral variability.      feature whieh is normally prominent in         variations; however, HO 213985 doesThe Balmer lines Ha and Hß show (vari-         interstellar dust. On the other hand, the      not seem to present obvious spectralable) emission eomponents with eentral         dust features at 7.4, 8.6, and 11.6 mi-        peeuliarities. In faet, the more similarabsorptions, and are best interpreted in       eron are elearly seen in the IRAS low-         stars we find, the more pronouneedterms of a deeeierated outflow of mass         resolution speetrum. These last features       does appear the peeuliarity of HR 4049.from the star.                                 have reeently been attributed to the so-       So we found a class, but the exeeption   HR 4049 thus being a mass-Iosing            ealled "polyeyelie aromatie hydroear-          is the very star we started with.variable star, it may indeed be that the       bons" or PAH's. The presenee of PAH'sdust envelope whieh is observed was            in the dust of HR 4049 is not surprising,not expelled during the AGB, but is of         sinee hydrogen and earbon are somore reeent origin. That eould explain         prominent; in faet the dust may be re-         Referencesthe high temperature of the dust and           markably devoided of impurities. It is                                                                                              Morgan, W.W.: 1984, in "The MK Classifica-may be eompatible with the faintness of        interesting to point out that the PAH's                                                                                                tion Process", Toronto, p. 18.the envelope relative to what is seen          do not produee a signifieant 2200 Aab-         Schönberner, D.: 1981, Astron. Astrophys.in eandidate-proto-planetaries. This           sorption feature in the UV energy dis-           103,119.possibility raises the interesting ques-       tribution of HR 4049. This supports the        Waelkens, C., Waters, L. B. F. M., Cassatella,tions whether other post-AGB stars also        idea that PAH's are not responsible for          A., Le Bertre, T., Lamers, H.J.G.L.M.:undergo a HR 4049-like phase, and, if          the interstellar 2200 Afeature.                  1987, Astron. Astrophys., in press.
Supernova 1987AA Summary of the ESO Workshop held from 6-8 July 1987S. VAN DEN BERGH, Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, Herzberg Institute ofAstrophysics,Victoria, Canada
   This has been a really exeiting meet-       able doubt that the B31 star Sk                plaees a lower limit of -10 M(!) on theing! Not only have we heard many new           -69°202 was the progenitor of SN               main sequenee mass of the supernova.results, but it has also provided a fine       1987 A.                                           Apre-outburst objeetive prism spee-example of how seienee should be                  Sk -69°202 (star 1) has close eom-          trum of Sk -69°202 (Wamsteker et al.)done. In partieular we had vigorous in-        pan ions (White and Malin) with V = 15.3,      shows that Nil ),,3995 was signifieantlyterplay between theory and observation,        d = 2':65 (star 2) and V = 15.7, d = 1':4      stronger in the supernova progenitoreontributions from a variety of wave-          (star 3). The apriori joint probability that   than in the B31a star Sk -67"78. Fur-length regions and intense international       Sk -69°202 should have two sueh                thermore Kudritzky reported finding thateollaboration.                                 close eompanions is -10- 5 i.e. it is vir-     Sk -65°21 and Sk -68°41 have helium   In his introduetory paper West              tually eertain that Sk -69°202 was a           abundanees (by number) y = 0.35 ±showed that astrometry of SN 1987 A            member of a physieal multiple system.          0.05 and y = 0.23 ± 0.05, respeetively.plaees this objeet within .6.a.eosö = 0':00    Sinee members of sueh a system are             This high helium abundanee shows that± 0':04 and .6.Ö = -0':04 ± 0':05 of the       eoeval, the progenitor of SN 1987 A            at least some LMC blue supergiants arestar Sk -69°202. This elose positional         must have had a larger mass than the           highly evolved post red giant objeets.agreement, plus the disappearanee of           relatively unevolved star number 2.            This eonelusion is greatly strengthened'Sk -69°202 in reeent IUE speetra (Gil-         Assuming this star to be a main se-            by Cassatella's reeent IUE speetra ofmozzi, Kirshner) shows beyond reason-          quenee objeet its magnitude Mv = -3.6          SN 1987 A whieh show that [N/C] -50 to
32 80 and [N/O] -2. This indicates that C         A < 20 f.l can be represented by the sum     Truran and Renzini all emphasized the has been converted almost entirely into        of two black bodies having tempera-          fact that considerable "fine tuning" of N. A similar result had previously been        tures TBB = 1200° K and Teff =               models is required to produce core col-found in the type II-L supernova 1979 C.        5500 0 K. The IR luminosity of the           lapse in a blue supergiant. Parameters    The following is a summary of some of       supernova is presently increasing linear-    that can be adjusted are m and/or Z, the photometric and spectroscopic              Iy at a rate of -1 • per second! It is not   m(ZAMS), V(rotation) and the amount of properties of the supernova prog~nitor         yet clear whether the IR excess in the       convective overshoot. obtained by various Workshop partici-          spectrum of SN 1987 A is due to free-           Reports on observations of neutrinos pants: The star Sk -69°202 had V =             free emission or to a dust echo from         produced during core collapse rep- 12.33 (after the contribution of stars 2       material at -1 x 1018 cm from the            resented one of the highlights of the and 3 has been removed). From inspec-          supernova. Radio observations (Man-          Workshop. The reality of the Mt. Blanc tion of plates in the Harvard plate files      chester) show that SN 1987 A is not          neutrino event was the subject of lively Hazen finds no evidence that the SN            embedded in a dense circumstellar            debate. A c10sely related question is progenitor exhibited significant variabili-    shell. Presumably the material at R -1 x     whether the time delay between forma-ty during this century. From UBV photo-         10 18 cm will become a powerful source       tion of a neutron star, and its subse- metry Sk -69°202 is found to have had          of radio radiation -30 years from now        quent collapse to a black hole, ambunts E(B-V) = 0.17 ± 0.02. Objective prism          when it is overrun by the shock wave         to hours or microseconds! spectra of the SN progenitor show no           trom the supernova.                             Branch showed that rather crude evidence for Ha emission. Finally IRAS             Van den Bergh used the frequency of      synthetic supernova spectra are able to scans of this part of the LMC do not           supernovae discovered by Evans in            reproduce the main features of the ob- show a signal at the position of the           Shapley-Ames galaxies to estimate a          servations quite weil. In particular he supernova indicating that there was no         supernova frequency of approximately         finds that the A 6050 feature in SN bright dust-shrouded object present at         one per 500 years in the LMC. From           1987 A can be reproduced without hav- the position of the supernova. Polariza-       N(novae)/N(SNla) = (4 ± 2) x 103 and         ing to appeal to a greatly enhanced Ba 11tion observations reported by Cannon,           Graham's estimate of 2 to 3 novae per        abundance. From an application of the Menzies and Schwarz exhibit a constant         year in the LMC van den Bergh obtains        Baade-Wesselink method to SN 1987 Aforeground polarization of -0.5 % on            an estimated SNI a rate of 0.6 per           Branch obtains a distance of 55 ± which variations of up to -1 % are             thousand years in the Large Cloud.           5 kpc, which is quite similar to the ca- superimposed. This result suggests                 Speckle observations by Meikle and       nonical LMC distance of 50 kpc. some patchyness in the expanding               by Chalabaev indicate that a bright shell. Nevertheless, high-speed photo-         "mystery spot" is associated with SN            Because of its enormous luminosity metry by Helt shows no evidence for            1987 A. According to Peter Meikle this       SN 1987 A represents an ideal probe of random brightness variations ~0.005            unresolved source is invisible in U and      the interstellar medium allowing very mag on timescales of minutes to hours.         B, marginally visible (t-m -4 mag) at        high dispersion spectroscopy. (After    The most peculiar feature of SN             5876 A and clearly seen (t-m - 3 mag)        1987 February 28 the UV brightness of 1987 A remains its light curve. The            at 6585 A. The separation between the        the supernova became too faint to use supernova luminosity increased slowly          mystery spot and the supernova may           that part of the spectrum for interstellarfor 3 months before finally reaching            have increased from 58 to 74 m arcsec        line studies). Andreani, de Boer and maximum between 1987 May 20 and                during the period of observation. Some       Grewing reported observations of be-25. No other supernova has ever been            form of energy storage would appear to       tween 24 and 40 distinct velocity com-observed to have a light curve quite like       be required to account for the high          ponents in their interstellar line spectra.that of SN 1987 A. The most likely expla-       luminosity of the spot. Alternatively        These lines appear to fall into 4 distinct nation for this peculiar behaviour and for     kinetic energy could have been fed to        groups: (1) Clouds with V - 0 km S-lthe low luminosity [Mv(max) = -14.9] of         the spot directly via a "jet". Such a jet    are clearly of Galactic origin. (2) CloudsSN 1987 A is that an unusually large            might be similar to the sulfur jet seen in   with 50 < V < 150 km S-1 are located infraction of its energy went into expan-         Cassiopeia A (van den Bergh and              the Galactic halo (or in a bridge betweension of its atmosphere because the pre-         Kamper). It would be interesting to know     the Galaxy and the LMC). In thesecursor was a blue supergiant at the time        if the compact H II region that Djorgovski   c10uds the Na I/Ca I1 intensity ratios areof core collapse. The idea that a super-        appears to have found 1':8 from the          low i.e. calcium is less depleted in themnova with a low-density envelope (i. e. a       supernova is related to the mystery spot     than it is in Galactic and LMC clouds. (3)red supergiant) will emit more optical          phenomenon or whether it represents          Material with V > 150 km S-1 isradiation than one with a denser (blue          an object related to the nitrogen-rich       c1early associated with the LMC. (4) Asupergiant) atmosphere was, I believe,          knots (Wal born) that are found to           feature with V = 220 km S-l is believedfirst proposed by Virginia Trimble. A          surround the supernova-like variable          to represent a shell surrounding Skpossible problem with this view is that        '1 Carinae. Pacini pointed out that a         -69°202.one might expect late-time (T ~ 100            jet may develop when a plasma ca-                An EUV pulse is expected to developdays) evolution of SN 1987 A to be simi-       vity surrounding a pulsar at the centre       when the shock generated by core col-lar to that of other SN 11. This does not      of a supernova develops a leak. Such          lapse reaches the surface of a SN pro-appear to be the case since SN 1987 A          a jet may break out some time before          genitor. The total energy in such a pulse,has B-V = 1.7, compared to 0.7::s -V::s        the pulsar itself becomes visible from        which is expected to have 1 x 105 < T <0.9 for the 4 other supernovae of type 11      Earth.                                        1 x 106 ° K, will be _10 48 erg and thethat have been weil observed at T - 100             Perhaps the most exciting question       peak luminosity might reach _10 46 ergdays.                                          discussed at the workshop was why SN          sec- 1 . Such an EUV pulse will generate    Cassatella and Kirshner find that          1987 A was so different from any other        electrons in the upper atmosphere ofnarrow emission lines, wh ich may be           supernova that has been observed to           the Earth. Ögelman made the interestingdue to excitation of material at a dis-        date. Part of the reason for such differ-     suggestion that such a pulse from SNtance of -1 x 1018 cm, began to de-            ences is, no doubt, that the progenitor       1987 A might be revealed by an increasevelop in late May. Moneti showed that          of this object was a blue supergiant          in the night-time conductivity of the Erecent observations over the range 1 <         rather than a red supergiant. Maeder,         layer.
                                                                                                                                    33The Gaseous Environment of the Supernova 1987 A in theLarge Magellanic Cloud

   A visual inspection of a deep photo-
                                                     Wgraph of the region centred on 30Doradus obtained in the light of the             Ngaseous emission of ionized hydrogen(e. g. the Ha pictures by Elliott et al.1977, Astron. Astrophys. 55, 187 andthe multicolour photograph published inthe Messenger No. 48) clearly suggeststhat the supernova occurred within theboundaries of that supergiant H 11 re-gion. This is hardly surprising: the 30Dor complex is the largest concentra-tion of young, massive stars in the LocalGroup of galaxies and as massive starsare the progenitors of type II supernovaethere was a high chance to observe thefirst close-by supernova in moderntimes in that region.   The supernova is located at about 21arcminutes from the centre of 30Doradus; the gaseous emission, al-              Figure 1: The field of SN 1987A in the light of the 0++ gaseous emission. The highly ionized gasthough not as strong as in the centre of        appears white and diffuse and most of the stars appear as white dots in this pieture whieh wasthe nebula, is still quite prominent. There     obtained by sUbtraeting from a eeo frame obtained through an interferenee filter eentred at                                                the 5007 Ä emission line one other frame eentred on the adjaeent eontinuum. The observationsis no published study in the literature of                                                are from the ESO focal redueer EFOSe at the 3.6-m teleseope. About 99 % of the light of thethe distribution of ionized gas in the          supernova (still brighter than V = 4.5 at that time) was blocked by a reflecting spot deposited ondirection of the SN. It will be difficult for   a glass plate mounted in one position of the aperture wheel of the instrument. Residualsome time yet to obtain a deep expo-            scattered light is still visible around the SN image. The exposure time of a single eeo framesure of that area without saturating the        was 5 minutes.detector with the light of the supernova.We circumvented this problem by usinga reflecting spot inserted at the position      structure and into the ionization of the           the effect of mass loss winds from mas-of the supernova in the focal plane of          gas and will serve as a reference to               sive young stars. It appears too ex-EFOSC, the ESO Faint Object Spectro-            study the modifications to the ionization          tended to be attributed to the mass lossgraph and Camera. A short description           to be induced in the coming years by the           in the SN precursor alone. This type ofof this simple coronograph is given by          SN flash and the interaction with the              structure is quite common in 30 Dor,Dekker and D'Odorico in this issue of           ejecta.                                            where such energetic phenomena arethe Messenger. Figure 1 shows an ex-               The precursor star appears to have              relatively frequent. Their physicalample of these masked images. Pic-              been located at the edges of a bright              association with the supernova has totures were obtained in the light of Ha          ridge of emission on one side and of a             be proved by a detailed kinematical[Nil], [SII], [0111] and the continuum.         bubble on the other. The latter could be           study, a chance projection being also aThey provide an insight into the complex        the result of a previous SN explosion or           possibility.                S. D'Odor;co
Updating and New Functions of EFOSC
   This last August three new features          light - from the sky background and               used. The scale of the instrument is nowhave been tested in EFOSC and are now           stars - reflected by the CCD back into            very slightly modified (0.674 arcsec/fully implemented in the instrument. This       the camera and returned by some opti-             30 Ilm pixel). As of the end of August,brief report is intended to make users          cal surfaces, the main contribution com-          the new lens is routinely used in thepromptly aware of the new possibilities.        ing from the field lens.                          instrument.                                                   Careful flat-fielding could take care of                                                this effect, wh ich however remained theA New Field Lens to Reduce the                                                                     A Coronographic Option                                                main limitation to the photometrie accu-Scattered Light                                                                                    in the Direct Imaging Mode                                                racy of the instrument. Following a new   The most serious shortcoming of              design by Bernard Delabre, a new field               A simple coronograph provides now aEFOSC in the first two years of opera-          lens has been manufactured and has                new observing mode option in EFOSC.tion was possibly the so-called sky con-        been successfully integrated in the cam-          It consists of a coated glass plate oncentration, a diffuse spot of light             era. The first tests show that the sky            wh ich 6 reflecting spots have been de-5-20 % above the background in the              concentration is now reduced to 1-5 %             posited. The current diameters are 1.5,centre of the image which is caused by          depending on the CCD and the filter               2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 arcseconds. The plate is34 mounted in the focal plane of the tele-   A Spectropolarimetry Option                   sky subtraction in the spectra is essen-scope in one of the positions of the                                                     tial, special care must be taken in theaperture wheel and it is therefore com-       Following the positive experience with     alignment of the Wollaston to obtain anpatible with the other observing modes.    field polarimetry with a Wollaston prism      image separation along the rows of theIt is used in conjunction with a pupil     (3) a second Wollaston of larger size (to     CCO.          H. Dekker and S. D'Odoricomask mounted in the grism wheel which      avoid vignetting when mounted on thereduces the contribution of the            grism wheel) has now been installed. It       Referencesscattered light acting as a Lyot stop      can be used in combination with any of                                                                                         1. F. Vilas and B.A. Smith, 1987, Applied(1, 2). Oue to bad weather during the      the standard slits and grisms for spec-          Optics 26, 664.test period the performance of the sys-    tropolarimetry of objects as faint as 19 th   2. F. Paresce and C. Burrows, 1987, Thetem could not be explored in depth. We     magnitude. The separation between the            Messenger 47,43.would welcome feedback comments            two images (or spectra) of perpendicular      3. H. Dekker and S. D'Odorico, 1986, Thefrom future users.                         linear polarization is 20 arcseconds. If         Messenger 46, 21.

Remote Control from Garehing
   As an alternative to travelling to La   available to users in Garching. They can      tronomers had the opportunity to be-Silla, remote control from ESO Garching    obtain field monitor, finder telescope        come familiar with the system.has been offered to astronomers with       frames and CCO images on-line, and               Field identification of fairly faint ob-observing time at the 2.2-m telescope      are able to send commands to instru-          jects (mv = 19, seeing = 2") was alsosince 1st July 1987. The instruments       ments and telescope (see picture). This       attempted satisfactorily with a B & C in aavailable are a Boiler & Chivens spec-     is made possible by a leased line, which      test night in August.trograph with a CCO detector and the       is also used for telephone communica-            By October 1987, the CES spectro-CCO used directly with the 2.2-m adap-     tion.                                         graph (using the CAT telescope) withter.                                          Although most of the allocated July        eco will also be available by means   The same control consoles as those      nights turned out to be almost unuse-         of remote control from Garching.in the 2.2-m telescope control room are    able due to bad weather, several as-                                             G. Raffi                                                                                                                                35Figura 1: The NTT Telescope at INNSE at Brescia (mid-August 1987). Photo: H. Zodet, ESO.
36                                                                              Figure 2: The NTT building on La Silla (Arch. U. To!omeo).NTT Progress   Since the last issue of the Messenger,   mirrors are substituted by steel concrete       tured in Europe and is expected to bethe mechanical pre-assembly of the          dummies while the telescope enters a            shipped to Chile in October 1987.ND at INNSE Brescia (Italy) has been        phase of functional tests. It is expected          Figure 2 shows an artist's impressioncompleted and the electronic hardware       to be shipped to Chile in March 1988.           of the ND building in its future locationand software integration has started.         Major advances have been made in              on La Silla. The innovative design of the   Figure 1 shows the telescope struc-      the sphere of building activities and site      building distinguishes it from the tradi-ture. The optical elements are being        preparation in the civil engineering work       tional dome structures.polished at Carl Zeiss and completion is    has begun on La Silla (construction of             80th building and telescope are man-expected by summer 1988. In the mean-       road, concrete base and service annex).         ufactured in such a way as to facilitatetime, the primary, secondary and tertiary   The rotating building has been manufac-         mounting and dismounting. M. Tarenghi

Site Evaluation for the VLT: a Status Report
M. SARAZIN, ESO
   The instrumentation for the VLT site
 seeing evaluation programme has been progressively installed at La Silla andtested there during the course of 1986. Part of it was calibrated during theLassca campaign against various opti-cal measurements made on the La S~lIatelescopes (The Messenger No. 44).   It includes a 35-cm diameter opticaltelescope equipped with the differentialmotion monitor, an acoustic sounder(sodar) to probe the atmospheric turbu-lence up to 800 m above the site, ascintillometer which delivers informationabout the turbulence in the high atmos-phere and a local turbulence monitoringsystem using fast temperature and windSpeed sensors.                              Figure 1: Trailed Sodar, Seeing monitor and contra! raom shelter.                                                                                                                                     37    Ouring that time, the cloud cover andwater vapour survey undertaken fouryears ago was continuously confirmingthe superior quality of the Atacama de- sert area and in particular of coastal summits between Taltal and Antofagas-tao Gerra Paranal was picked up as the best candidate and after the construc- tion of an access road and the erection of a 5 metre high tower, measurements could start in April 1987.    The instruments are gathered at the Northern edge of the summit (Fig. 1).Assuming that most short-scale varia-tions of seeing quality would be mainly produced by boundary layer effects, the acoustic sounder was made easily mov- able to evaluate the suitability of the mountain slope for long-baseline 'inter-ferometry. It is also aimed to probe sev-eral closeby summits and establish the         Figure 2: The Seeing monitor telescope.total housing capacity of the site forother telescopes. It is also of prime in-terest to use the redundancy of the instruments to check fram time totime that the total seeing measuredat the telescope corresponds to thesum of the three other specialized in- struments.    The type of optical measurements to use for site evaluation has been exten-sively discussed during the meetings ofthe Site Evaluation Working Group in 1984-1985 and the best choice for mobile instrumentation appeared to bethe differential motion monitor. Such asystem does not need a large telescope, neither a very stable mount and is not sensitive to optical quality, It performs astatistical measure of the wavefrontquality by comparing the local slopes ontwo 5-cm diameter apertures, 20 cmapart. The variations of the slope of the      Figure 3: Paranal contral room.wavefront are responsible for the motionof the star image. The image corre-                                                                          N: 26 APRIL 1987sponding to each subaperture are phys-                   ~                                                             . ically separated on the intensified GGO                                                                                     .-                                                         l\l
detector, and their relative positions are                                                IGHT     EEIN· AVERA     E: 0.91"measured in real time at a rate of five                   010-ms exposures per second. The bet-                     cÜter the seeing is, the smaller will be the                                           • - WI D 5 T       lO M/8
                                                                  !\wavefront distortions and consequentlythe differential motion of the two im-           u ..                                                  <ll        •

ages.                                             ...u"' ....
    The telescope (Fig. 2) is placed a few      ~metres above graund to escape fram               ~       l\l
graund turbulence, dust and human               ::I:     ~

hazards. It works in the open air to            ....~
minimize self-induced seeing. Apartfram the fine centring of the star in the                                                  •                                                         cifinder, the experiment is remotely oper-ated from the control raom (Fig. 3)where the observer checks the tele-                                                         .,                                                         0scope guiding and is informed everyminute of the seeing variations, as weilas of the local turbulence and the                               L-----+------:i-----+-------.&------;11Oscintillation (measured on the same                                                                            • UNIVERSAL TIME (ha ur)object).    Bright stars less then 30 degrees from     Figure 4: Example of a Full Width Half Maximum record.38 the zenith are used, three objects are        a 5-mn moving window. Due to prob-            the photometric nights had been moni- necessary to cover a full night. Results      able seasonal effects, a full year will be    tored. The unique data base thus cre- up to now confirm that, as at La Silla, the   necessary to present a preliminary            ated will also permit a better parametric seeing may vary much during the night         assessment of the quality of Paranal. At      analysis and thus a first step towards and from one night to the other. A typi-      the end of July, thanks to the efforts of     the ultimate goal for flexible scheduling: cal example is presented in Figure 4          the Paranal team and to the technical         the prediction of observing condi- where the data have been averaged with        support of La Silla, more than 70 % of        tions ...
 MIDAS Memo ESO Image Processing Group
 1. Application Developments                      The plotting facilities have been furth-   community such as bulletin boards. The                                               er upgraded with some new features            special computer for communication    An optimized digital filter to remove      and commands. The ASSIGN/PLOT                 makes internal changes to the ESO cosmic ray events from single CCD ex-         command has been redefined to make it         computer systems transparent to exter- posures is being developed in collab-         more consistent with the other ASSIGN         nal users and should therefore utilize anoration with M. Deleuil. The filter locates    commands in the system; the old func-         easier communication between ESO possible cosmic ray events and com-           tionality of this command has been ta-        and the user community. The implemen- pares them with the point spread func-        ken over by a new SEND/PLOT com-              tation of this system has already beention to determine the probability of it        mand. Also, some new OVERPLOT                 started and is expected to be termi-being a cosmic ray. At a given probabili-      commands have been added. Among               nated in the spring of 1988.ty level, pixels effected by such events       the new features the most importantcan then be replaced either by a NULL          ones are: the possibility to specifyor on interpolated value.                      scales, the support to different line         3. MIDAS Hot-Une Service   The FITS input/output commands can          types, and the separate manual specifi-now also work directly on disk files. This                                                      The following MIDAS Support ser-                                               cation of the x- and y axis.makes it possible to transfer data files in                                                  vices can be used in case of problemsFITS format over a Local Area Network                                                        to obtain fast help:to workstations which do not have their                                                       • EARN: MIDAS         DGAES051                                               2. Communicationown tape unit.                                                                               • SPAN: ESOMC1 ::MIDAS   The table file editor, one of the favour-      The number of computers connected          • Tlx.: 52828222 eso d, attn.: MIDASite commands, has been extended; now           to the ESO Local Area Network is stead-           HOT-UNEit is possible to create and delete col-       ily increasing. In order to provide a         • Tel.: +49-89-32006-456umns during the editing session and to         homogeneous interface to external insti-         Also, users are invited to send us anysearch for an entry in a given column. A       tutes a dedicated communication pro-          suggestions or comments. Although anew command allows the interpolation           cessor (Bull SPS 7/300) has been pur-         telephone service is provided, we preferof data using splines; this command,           chased. This processor is connected to        that requests are submitted in writtenworking both on images and/or tables,          the ESO network and will act both as a        form through either electronic networkscomplements the capabilities al ready          gateway to external electronic networks       or telex. This makes it easier for us toprovided by the rebin operator.                and provide general services to the ESO       process the requests properly.

Five Nights on a Bare Mountain - an Outsider's Look
at La SillaG. SCHILLING, Utrecht, the Netherlands   The person in front of me is nearly         six hours, and after a short break for a      little experience with the way of life at aunrecognizable. In the first place, it is      sandwich and a cup of coffee, he has          big observatory. In my home country,very dark around uso Secondly, he is           another six hours to go. This goes on for     the Netherlands, only some small histor-completely wrapped up in a fur jacket,         several nights, all of them cold and win-     ical observatories exist (apart from thewith a cap around his head. The air            dy. No labour union would tolerate such       Westerbork Radio Synthesis Telescopetemperature is just below zero, but that       severe working conditions. Neverthe-          of course), and Dutch astronomers areisn't the worst. It's the icy northern wind    less, this person doesn't complain. He        used to do their observational workthat blows literally through everything,       loves his work. He is an astronomer. We       abroad. For instance at the Europeanand that's chilling you to the bone. The       are not at the South Pole, but at La Silla,   Southern Observatory in Chile. Theperson's hands are uncovered, because          the site of the European Southern Ob-         Netherlands has been a member coun-he has to write, push buttons, turn dials,     servatory.                                    try of ESO since the establishment ofetc. His fingers must be frozen to death.         Since I am a science journalist rather     the organization in 1962, and alwaysHe has al ready been working for about         than a professional astronomer, I have        played an important roje, not only scien-
                                                                                                                                     39                                                                                                     experienced an overcast sky (no stars                                                                                                     visible), with thin clouds being illumi-                                                                                                     nated from the backside by the light of                                                                                                     the Milky Way!                                                                                                         In the third place, the stars them-                                                                                                     selves are of course 'reversed' - upside                                                                                                     down. This can be very bewildering for                                                                                                     someone who is familiar with the con-                                                                                                     stellations (it took me quite some time to                                                                                                     recognize Leo and Bootes for example),                                                                                                     but for most astronomers it's no prob-                                                                                                     lem, since they are usually not so famil-                                                                                                     iar with the sky. 'I wouldn't recognize                                                                                                     the Southern Cross,' one astronomer                                                                                                     said to me (I won't mention his name!),                                                                                                     and he didn't seem to be an exception.                                                                                                     Of course, most professional astronom-                                                                                                     ers do not have to know the constella-                                                                                                     tions. Just type the coordinates of your                                                                                                     object on your computer terminal, and                                                                                                     the telescope will take care of theFigure 1: A familiar view for visitors of La Silla: seen from the small airstrip in the neighbour-   searching and the tracking. Still, to me ithood, the white domes of the telescopes form a tight cluster on the saddle-shaped peak.              was astrange idea that astronomers                                                                                                     were observing certain objects from a                                                                                                     telescope's control room, while theytifically, but also organizationally: three       It takes some time before you get                  even hadn't the slightest idea in whichof the four directors general of ESO              accustomed to the idea that winter is              direction their telescope was pointing at(including Prof. Harry van der Laan, who          drawing near in May. Secondly, light               that time! For instance, S. Ortolani fromwill succeed Prof. Lodewijk Woltjer)              and dark are reversed. Not only do peo-            the Asiago Astrophysical Observatory incame from Holland.                                pie sleep during the daytime and work at           Italy was looking for white dwarfs in the    Dutch astronomers are weil aware of           night, which is to be expected, but also           globular cluster Omega Centauri withthe importance of ESO for Dutch as-               the influence of clouds is different. In           the 3.6-m telescope. A marvellous sight:tronomy, but the general public is very           most parts of Europe, it is dark on a              the television-monitor was completelyunaware of it. So I decided to write a            elear night, while a cloudy night is much          filled with stars, most of which werenumber of articles on ESO in newspa-              brighter, because of reflection of city-           dimmer than 20th magnitude. Wouldn'tpers and magazines on the occasion of             lights. ESO staff astronomer Michael                it be great to step outside after you'vethe 25th anniversary, wh ich will be cele-        Rosa, whom I met at ESO's guesthouse               finished observing, to be able to findbrated in October 1987. Because ESO's             in Santiago, prepared me for a situation            w Cen high above your head with thePublic Information Office does a very             in wh ich you can easily find your way at          naked eye, and to realize that all thosegood job in providing journalists with all        clear nights, helped by the light of the           thousands of stars belong to that tiny,kinds of information and pictures, I              stars and the Milky Way, while clouds               hazy blob of light?probably could have written these arti-           block this single available light source,              By the way, to me it was also aneies behind my word-processor, never              making the night pitch-black. He was               overwhelming experience to step inside,leaving my writing desk in Utrecht.               right; it was astrange experience. I even          onto the observing floor of the 3.6-m, toNevertheless, I feit it was important toget a personal impression of life andwork at the observatory, in order tomake my articles appealing to a generalpublic. ESO was so kind as to offer mefree board and lodging during my stay inChile, as weil as transport me from San-tiago to La Silla and back again. So atthe end of April, 1987, I said goodbye tomy wife and children, and took thecheapest plane to Santiago, at the otherside of the planet.    Some of the readers of TheMessenger (theoretical astronomers forinstance) may never have been at LaSilla. Perhaps my short impression willgive them some idea of the conducts oftheir observational colleagues. Others,who have been there more or less often,probably have become used to the waythings are at La Silla. For them, my'outsider's look' may be of interest.    Everything at La Silla is just the other      Figure 2: The building of the 3.6-m telescope, with the adjacent CAT tower, is reflectingway around compared to the situation in           sunlight. Seen from a distance, the building looks smaller than it is because of the unusualEurope. First, the seasons are reversed.          clearness of the sky. But viewed from nearby, it doesn't fail to impress anyone.
40   see this huge instrument towering high   above my head, and to realize that all  those thousands of kilogrammes of   steel are necessary only to hold a few  grammes of aluminium in the right  place, as staff astronomer Hugo  Schwartz put i1. This telescope is really  big! People walk around in the Casse-  grain cage, and I lost my way in the  immense building.      For me, looking at the southern sky  with the naked eye (or with my 15 x 80   binoculars) was just as rewarding as   looking at the faint stars in w Cen   'through' the 3.6-m telescope. The Eta  Carinae nebula, the clusters and  nebulae in Scorpius and Sagittarius, the  Magellanic Clouds, the ruddy supernova  1987 A and the faint patch of light of  Comet Wilson could hold my attention  for hours. The serenity and the vastness  of the universe, completely indifferent to  Figure 3: In the first weak of May, 1987, La Si/la was experiencing an unexpected snowstorm.  our activities, put me at rest and made     Though unwelcome for astronomers, the snow made for some impressive sights.  me feel small. Standing there, right at  the middle of the world's largest obser-  vatory, I could easily imagine that I was  the only one presen1. Sometimes, there my visit as an opportunity to talk about look forward to the construction and the  was not a single sound to hear, apart lots of things, from astronomy education completion of the VL1. But I hope to  from the occasional squeaking of a to politics.                                                stand at the base of this monster instru-  rotating dome. This, and the soft, red         I really enjoyed my stay at La Silla. ment one night, watching the huge tele-  light that shone from some of the slits,    First of all, ESO's staff people take very scopes swing in unison to a position in  reminded me of human presence in all       good care of their visitors, and the food which they are pointing at a black and those domes. Isn't it a lonely business,     (including scores of cakes!) was deli- empty part of the celestial void, and  being an observational astronomer?         cious. But my visit also gave me a new imagining how the gigantic mirrors are      During a number of nights, I was not a look at observational astronomy. Until catching a handful of photons from an visiting astronomer, but I was visiting     now, when I gave a popular lecture for a unknown galaxy at the edge of space astronomers, walking from one tele-         general audience about astronomy, I and time. scope building to the nex1. I came to the used to tell them that nowadays as-                     I'm quite sure that I will revisit ESO conclusion that being lonely is not the tronomy has lost some of its romance one day, because in a sense a visit to biggest problem. l1's the cold, especially from the past; that computers, remote ESO is a visit to the cosmos. in the smaller domes, where the as-         control, autoguiding and fast electronic tronomer is working at the observing        detectors were making astronomical I would like to express my sincere floor. ESO's Andre Muller provided me observing more or less luxurious, com- thanks to Richard West, who arranged with an observing jacket, but even then,    pared to the 'old' situation in wh ich an my visit to La Silla; to Hans-Emil Schus- the wind was so penetrating that work-      astronomer's eye-brow could freeze to ter for his hospitality; to Hugo Schwartz ing for twelve hours under these severe the telescope during a six hour expo- for showing me around, and to all staff circumstances looked like madness. At       sure. But now I came to realize that and visiting astronomers for th~ir pa- the bigger telescopes, the separate things are not so easy. Of course, as- tience in tal king to me and answering Control rooms give some relief, but still,  tronomy has changed a lot in the past my questions. you keep your jacket on, because it's few decades, but observing the universe cold. In addition, depending on your ob-    is still achallenge. It can make you serving programme, there's the problem      suffer, but it is rewarding. In this sense, of how to spend your time. Giuseppe astronomy is still romantic.                                STAFF MOVEMENTS Galletta of Padua University, who was           However, I can foresee a time in                                                                                                Arrivalstaking spectra of faint SO-galaxies with     which the romance of observational as-the 2.2-m telescope, explained to me tronomy really vanishes. When ESO's                           Europe:that even the sensitive spectrograph         Very Large Telescope will be erected in                 BRUNETIO, Enzo (I), Oesigner-needed ninety minutes of photon-col- the late nineties, perhaps at Paranal,                             Oraughtsmanlecting in order to produce adecent                                                                  PLÖTZ, Franz (0), Electro-Mechanical                                             nearly all observing programmes will be                                                                                                        EngineerSpectrum. Since the telescope is equip-      carried out by remote control fromPed with an autoguider, there is not         ESO's headquarters in Germany. This Departuresmuch to do in the meantime: Galletta         not only means that observers won't see               Chile:had plenty of time to explain his observ- the telescope they are using and thating programme to me, while his night they are partly working during daytime,                         BOOTH, Roy (GB), Associate                                                                                                     CRISTIANI, Stefano (I), Astronomerassistant was reading a book! And staff but they even will not have the possibili-astronomer Bo Reipurth, who was using ty to look up and wonder at the beauty                       Europe:the Danish 1.54-m telescope for a of the universe. Contact with the stars                            ROORIGUEZ ESPINOSA, Jose (E),search of pre-main sequence binaries in will be lost forever.                                           Fellowstar-forming regions, seemed to enjoy           Like anybody who loves astronomy, I                  OEFERT, Philippe (B), Fellow
                                                                                                                                       41A Medieval Reference to the Andromeda NebulaP. KUNITZSCH, Institute of Semitic Studies, University of Munich, F. R. Germany   Nebulous objects among the fixed             star er 1 Ori, or the two stars ep" 2 Ori). In   number of nebulous objects played astars, in the southern as weil as in the        addition, he also calls the 17th star of         role. They were named for causing dis-northern hemisphere, have been ob-              Cygnus (W,,2 Cyg, again a pair of stars)         eases of the eyes, or blindness. Thisserved and registered since antiquity.          "nebulous", but without including it in          tradition, again, originated with Ptolemy,They are mentioned in both parts of the         the number of the five "nebulous" stars          in his astrological handbook Tetrabib-ancient knowledge of the sky, the               proper. Further, under the 6th extern al         Ios, book iii, chapter 12 (the Tetrabiblostheoretical (that is what we nowadays           star of Leo, he mentions the "nebulous           was also translated into Arabic, and la-would call "astronomy"), and the ap-            complex" between the hind parts of               ter, in Spain, into Latin). Here, six ob-plied, er practical (that is what we nowa-      Ursa Maior and Leo which refers to the           jects among the zodiacal constellationsdays call "astrology").                         region of Coma Berenices, but without            are listed: the Pleiades in Taurus; M 44   The great master of astronomy in late        entering an object from this complex             in Cancer; the region of Coma Be-antiquity, Claudius Ptolemaeus of Alex-         into the star catalogue. These data were         renices, near Leo; M 7 in Scorpius; theandria (2nd century A. D.), whose teach-        repeated by all the astronomers down to          arrow point of Sagittarius (perhaps v 1,2ings remained authoritative through the         Copernicus' time, both in the Islamic            Sgr, mentioned above, but here placedMiddle Ages and down to the times of            Orient (where the Almagest had been              on the arrow while in the Almagest itCopernicus, has registered in his star          translated into Arabic, and revised, sev-        was located on the eye of Sagittarius);catalogue (in books vii-viii of his             eral times) and in medieval Europe               and the pitcher of Aquarius (not men-Mathematike Syntaxis, called the AI-            (where the Almagest was generally used           tioned in the Almagest).2 Apart frommagest in Europe since the Middle               in a Latin translation made from the             successive authors of late antiquity, thisAges) five stars as "nebulous"                  Arabic, in Spain, in the 12th century),'         tradition was also set forth in the Islamic(nepheloeides): the 1st star of Perseus            It is remarkable that some of the most        Orient, e. g. by Abu Ma'shar in his Intro-(X h Per, M 34 = NGC 1039); the 1st star        conspicuous nebulae were not regis-              ductorium Maius, book vi, chapter 20,of Cancer (Praesepe, M 44 = NGC 2632,           tered, or called "nebulous", by Ptolemy,         and by al-Biruni in his Kitab al-tafhimwith E Cnc at its centre); the 1st external     such as the Andromeda Nebula, or the             (Elements of Astrology), § 460. 3star of Scorpius (most probably M 7 =           globular cluster w Cen (here, Ptolemy               The most famous author in the IslamicNGC 6475); the 8th star of Sagittarius          has registered the object as the 21 st           Orient on the fixed stars was Abu(v',2 Sgr, a pair of stars standing close       star of Centaurus, with magnitude 5, not         I-Husain al-Sufi (A. D. 903-986). Hetogether); and the 1st star of Grion (A         mentioning its character as "nebulous").         composed a Book on the ConstellationsOri, perhaps including the neighbouring            Also in the astrological tradition a          ofthe Fixed Stars (ca. A. 0.964) in which
Figure 1: Drawing of the conste/lation of Andromeda with the big         Figure 2: The same drawing, from a manuscript of the Sufi LatinusArabic Fish over the upper part of her body; from a manuscript of al-    tradition. The dots marking the "nebulous spot" are visible to the rightSufi's Book on the Constellations of the Fixed Stars. On the mouth of    of the big Fish's mouth.the big Fish, several dots mark the "nebulous spot", i. e. theAndromeda Nebula.
42 he described in detail the classical 48 constellations that had been established by Ptolemy in the Almagest. 4 For each            ESO Pictorial Atlas Now Available constellation he gave a detailed discus- sion of the individual stars; a list of indi-        Just in time for ESO's 25th anniversary, the English, German and Danish genous Arabic star names of objects               versions of this beautiful atlas have now been published. French, Italian and falling under the Greek constellation, to-        Spanish versions are expected to follow in 1988.90 colour plates and 147 black- gether with a precise identification of           and-white photographs of outstanding quality, accompanied by extensive cap- each object with the respective                   tions, reference maps, complete plate data and indexes, introduce the reader to Ptolemaic stars; two drawings of the              the southern sky. Many of the photographs are here published for the first time. constellation, one as seen in the sky,            Of special interest are photographs of Supernova 1987 A and of Halley's Comet. and one as seen on the celestial globe               The English version, titled "Exploring the Southern Sky", is available at (where the left and right sides, and East-        Springer-Verlag New York, P. O. Box 2485, Secaucus, New Jersey 07094, USA West, are always reversed); and a                 (US $ 39,-). catalogue of the stars belonging to that             The German version, with the title "Entdeckungen am Südhimmel", may be constellation. Here, under the constella-         obtained from Birkhäuser-Verlag, Postfach 113, CH-4010 Basel/Switzerland tion of Andromeda, in the description of          (DM 98,- until 31.12.1987, thereafter DM 128,-). the indigenous Arabic names, he occa-                The publisher of the Danish version, "Sydhimlens Stjerner", is Rhodos, Strand- sionally mentions the Andromeda Nebu-             gade 36, DK-1401 Copenhagen K, Denmark (DKr. 325,-). la. In describing the figure of a big                The book can of course also be ordered from your local bookshop. Arabic "Fish" Iying across the figure of Ptolemy's Andromeda,s he says that this "Fish" is made up by two lines of          spot" (i.e., the Andromeda Nebula), in                English translation (from the original stars beginning from the "nebulous              front of the big Fish's mouth, in the                 Greek) is: Ptolemy's Almagest, Translated spot" (Iatkha sahabiya) which is close to       drawing of Andromeda with the big Fish                and Annotated by G.J. Toomer (London,                                                                                                       1984). the 14th star of the constellation (v And,      (for a specimen, see Fig. 2).                                                                                                  2.   Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, ed. and transl. F. E. on the right side of the figure, being one         It is interesting to see how carefully             Robbins (The Loeb Classical Library, repr. of the three stars ß!J.v And on the girdle,     the Western copyists and draughtsmen                  Cambridge,        Mass.lLondon,        1971), or loin cloth, of Andromeda).6                  have reproduced those dots beside the                 p.320-321.    This is an occasional reference, in al-      figure of Andromeda although they                3.   See P. Kunitzsch, apud W. Hübner, Die Sufi's book, to the Andromeda Nebula.           could not understand what they meant                  Eigenschaften der Tierkreiszeichen in der The author does not give more details           because al-Sufi's descriptive text itself             Antike (Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 22; Wies- about this object which did not form part       had not been translated into Latin.                   baden, 1982), p. 358f. of the material transmitted in Ptolemy's                                                         4.   P. Kunitzsch, article "al-Sufi", in: Dictio-                                                                                                       nary of Scientific Biography, vol. xiii (New star catalogue; but it is evident that al-                                                                                                       York, 1976); idem, "The astronomer Abu Sufi had observed the Nebula, and he            References                                            I-Husayn al-Sufi and his Book on the Con- used it, in context, as a point of refer-       1. For the Almagest, see P. Kunitzsch, Der            stellations" , Zeitschr. f. Geschichte d. ence in the description of the position of         Almagest. Die Syntaxis Mathematica des             Arab.-Islam. Wissenschaften 3 (1986), an old indigenous Arabic asterism.                 Claudius    Ptolemäus      in   arabisch-          56-81.    The drawing of Andromeda with the               lateinischer Überlieferung (Wiesbaden,        5.   See P. Kunitzsch, Untersuchungen zur big Fish, added to the description of the          1974); Claudius Ptolemäus, Der Sternka-            Sternnomenklatur der Araber (Wiesbaden, Constellation, carefully indicates the             talog des Almagest. Die arabisch-mittelal-         1961), no. 126a. "nebulous spot" mentioned in al-Sufi's             terliche Tradition, i: Die arabischen         6.   H. C. F. C. Schjellerup, Description des                                                    Übersetzungen,       Herausgeg.,       ins         etoiles fixes... par Abd-al-Rahman al- descriptive text: it is marked by some                                                    Deutsche übertragen u. bearb. v. P.                Sufi (St.-petersbourg, 1874; repr. Frank- dots on the mouth of the big Fish (see                                                                furt/M., 1986), p. 118-119.                                                    Kunitzsch (Wiesbaden, 1986). Arecent Fig. 1). In other manuscripts, in addition,the word sahabi ("nebulous") is written beside the dots on the Fish's mouth.    In the 13th century, there originated, perhaps in Sicily, a Western branch ofthe Sufi tradition, the so-called Sufi           ALGUNOS RESUMENES Latinus corpus, of which eight manu- scripts have been found until now. 4 Itconsisted, basically, of Ptolemy's star                                                 Sengt Strömgren (1908-1987)catalogue in the Latin version made in                                                            prints apareci6 tan solo pocos dias antes de                                                    Bengt Strömgren, ex presidente dei Con-Spain, in the 12th century, by Gerard of         sejo de ESO (1975-1977) falleci6 el 4 de julio   su deceso. Bengt, hijo de Elis Strömgren,Cremona (from the Arabic); but in the            luego de una corta enfermedad. Su presiden-      Director dei Observatorio de Copenhagen,star coordinates the longitudes were             cia occurri6 en un momento particularmente       obtuvo su doctorado en 1929, fue profesorconverted to al-Sufi's value (= Ptolemy          dificil en la historia de la ESO. Gracias a su   de astronomia en 1938 y director en 1940.+ 12°42'); further, to each constellation        sabiduria y la manera confiada y decisiva        Entre los aAos 1951 - 57 fue director dei Ob-a drawing was added (i. e., one of the           como manej6 los asuntos de ESO, se pudie-        servatorio Yerkes de la Universidad de Chi-two drawings in al-Sufi's original work);        ron evitar muchos riesgos y se pudo estable-     cago. Durante los siguientes diez aAos fue                                                 cer un alto grado de armonia entre las dele-     miembro de la Facultad dei Instituto de Estu-and in some of the manuscripts in the                                                 gaciones de los estados miembros, que aun        dios Avanzados en Princeton. En 1967 regre-tltle the author's name was mentioned                                                 perdura.                                         s6 a Copenhagen para ocupar la "Casa deas Ebennesophi (from the corrupted                  Bengt Strömgren fue un destacado cientifi-    Honor", ser profesor de astrofisica y duranteArabic Ibn al-Sufi, instead of the correct       co. En el aAo 1922, a la edad de 14, public6     varios aAos director de NORDITA, el institutoform al-Sufi). Most of the eight Latin           sus primeros resultados sobre el cometa          de investigaci6n comun de los cinco paisesmanuscripts have meticulously repeat-            Baade 1922 c en "Astronomische Nachrich-         n6rdicos. Entre los aAos 1970 hasta 1973 fueed the dots designating the "nebulous            ten" (217, p. 345). Uno de sus ultimos pre-      presidente de la Uni6n Astron6mica Interna-
                                                                                                                                                43     cional. Ourante mas de una decada fue presi-                     hospitalidad de Sengt y Sigrid Strömgren.     dente dei Comite Oanes dei Cancer, 10 que                           Si para un cientifico la marca de una vida     demuestra la vasta gama de sus intereses.                        lIena de exito significa el haber tenido un gran        La mayaria de los astronomos daneses en                       impacto y haber contribuido a la ciencia en     alguna forma son sus estudiantes, y muchos                       forma perdurable, entonces, en efecto, Sengt     de nosotros en otros lados hemos sido influ-                     Strömgren ha sido una persona afortunada.     enciados por 131 como post-doctarados 0                          Sera extrafiado por todos aquellos que 10     asociados. Y muchos apreciaron la generosa                       conocieron.                            L. Woltjer

     Control remoto desde Garehing
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